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Problem

In the current educational setting, there is an
emphasis on achievement as measured by various educational
tests.

Because of the emphasis which is placed on the test

scores, there is concern that the students who are pulled
out of the basic skills classroom for instrumental music
instruction are not being adequately prepeired for these
examinations.

Thus, the purpose of this study was to

examine the effects of pull-out programs in band and
orchestra on the academic achievement of sixth-grade
students in South Bend, Indiana.
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Method
Two groups of 299 students each, an experimental
pull-out group and a control non-pul1-out group, were
matched by third-grade total battery MCE scores, and were
analyzed by pull-out and non-pull-out status, by race, and
by gender.
A two-way analysis of vciriance (ANOVA) was used to
test the hypotheses.

When there was a significant

interaction effect, a test of simple effects was performed.
Pairwise Comparison was tested using the Student-NeumanKeuls Multiple Comparison procedure.

The level of

significance was set at 0.05.
Concurrent with the empirical study, a survey was
conducted among fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade basic skills
teachers.

The purpose of the survey was to determine the

attitudes of teachers toward the instrumental pull-out
program.

For the survey data, item means, standard

deviation, as well as percentage of response were reported.
Results
Two groups of 299 students each, an experimental
pull-out group and a control non-pul1-out group, were
matched by third-grade total battery NCE scores. The
results of this study were as follows:
1. Pull-out students had a more noticcible gain in
total battery than did the non-pull -out students.
2. There was significant interaction between pullout /non-pull -out and race for mathematics.
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3. Male students had a more noticéible gain in reading
them did the female students.
4. There were significant race differences for
reading.
The survey revealed that teachers appreciated the
band and orchestra program euid saw no other way to
implement the instruction except with the pull-out program.
Teacher stress was also found to be a factor in the
perception of the program.
Conclusion
The purpose of the study was to determine if test
scores of the South Bend, Indiana, students who were
involved in the instrumental music pull-out program for the
3 years from their fourth through their sixth grade year
had been negatively affected in view of the interruption of
instructional time in the self-contained classroom.

As the

results of the analysis showed, the students who are pulled
out of class did not experience a significant loss in
achievement and, in many cases, gained in achievement when
compared to the non-pull-out students.

Thus, the findings

of these analyses do not support the informal contentions
of the basic skills staff that the time spent out of the
classroom negatively affects student achievement.

In fact,

the teacher survey revealed that the teachers did not feel
that the student achievement was harmed by the pull-outs,
and though stressed and ctnnoyed by the pull-outs, still
accepted the programs for the students.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRGDOCTIGN
Background
A growth of criticism and public indictment of the
educational system has been prevalent in the United States
since the publication of A Nation at Risk by the National
Commission on Excellence in Education in 1983.

The

publication indicated that American students were not
testing as well as foreign students in international
comparisons, were not achieving scores on the SAT and ACT
which would indicate improvement in mathematical and
Icinguage skills, and worse, appeared to be testing at a
level lower than those students tested over 20 years ago,
before the time of “Sputnik* (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983).
In addition, the National Commission on Excellence in
Education carefully studied the time factor in the schools
and suggested that the use of time in the classroom as well
as the number of hours available for education were
possible causes for the low test scores.

Delzell (1987)

pointed out that three major education reports had
addressed the time factor in public schools :

A Nation at
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aisk, \ Plaç?.

?çhpgl> and High School; A Report on

Secondary Education in America. The principal concerns
cited were:
1. The amount of time American students spend on
schoolwork
2. The misuse and waste of available time
3. The quality of available instructional time
4. The allocation of available time
5. The variability of the Length of the school week
between school systems
6. The variability of time allocations for subjects
within the same building.
T. The use of "time put in* as the determinant of
promotions (Delzell, 1987, p. 43).
The Nation Responds, published by the United States
Department of Education in 1984, described the national
reaction to the Commission on Education and others.

To

answer the criticism of the use of time in the schools and
in the classroom, 8 states approved the lengthening of the
school day, 7 approved the lengthening of the school year,
and 18 mandated the aunount of time to be used for
instruction (United States Department of Education, 1984}.
By January of 1990, the State Legislature of the State of
Indiana through the Indiana State Board of Education (ISBE)
had mandated instructional time allocations for the
elementary school curriculum (Tables 1 and 2) .
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TABLE 1
WEEKLY MINIMUM INSTRUCTIONAL TIME ALLOCATIONS
TOTAL REQUIRED MINUTES FOR GRADES 1-3

Subiect

Grades
2

1

3

Language Arts

750 min.

750 min.

750 min.

Mathematics

225 min.

225 min.

225 min.

Social Studies/
Citizenship

150 min.

150 min.

150 min.

Science

150 min.

150 min.

150 min.

Fine Arts

120 min.

120 min.

120 min.

Motor Skills
Development/
Health cuid Safety
Education

150 min.

150 min.

150 min.

Mote. From Administrative Rules (p. 108) by Indiana State Board of
Education. 1990, Cleveland: Bands-BaIwin Publishing Co.
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TABLE 2
WEEKLY MINIMUM INSTRUCTIONAL TIME ALLOCATIONS
TOTAL REQUIRED MINUTES FOR GRADES 4-6

Grades
5

Subiect

4

6

Language Arts
Mathematics
Social Studies/
Citizenship

525 min.
225 min.

450 min.
225 min.

450 min.
225 min.

150 min.

225 min.

225 min.

Science
Fine Arts
Health and
Safety
Education

180 min.
180 min.

180 min.
180 min.

180 min.
180 min.

75 min.

75 min.

75 min.

Additional instruction
in any of the areas
listed above or
instruction in Foreign
Language, Creative
Experiences, Practical
Arts, or Computer
Education
90 min.

90 min.

90 min.

Wote. From Adminiscrative Rules (p. 108) by Indiana Stace Board of
Education, 1990, Cleveland: 3ands-Balwin Publishing Co.
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The legislature also lengthened the school year,
provided for instructional days consisting of 5 hours of
instructional time in grades 1 through 6 and 6 hours of
instructional time in grades 7 through 12,

cUid

instituted

the Indiana Statewide Testing for Educational Progress
known as ISTEP (Indiana State Board of Education, 1990) .
The purposes of the ISTEP program are listed as follows:
1. To assess the strengths and weaknesses of school
perfomance
2. To assess the effects of state and local
educational programs
3. To compare achievement of Indiema students to
achievement of students on a national basis
4. To provide a source of information to be utilized
in state and local educational decisions including, but not
limited to:
a. overall academic progress of students
b. need for new or revised educational programs
c. need to terminate existing educational
programs
d. student readiness for post-secondary school
experiences
e. curriculum development and revision
f. identification of students needing
remediation under the summer testing program
g. diagnosing individual student needs
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h. teacher training cind staff development
activities (Indiana State Board of Education.
1990. pp. 58-59).
In addition, a monetary Performance Based Evaluation
system and incentive program has been instituted which will
recognize and monetarily reward public schools that exhibit
relative improvement in at least two of the following:
1. Student attendance rate
2. Educational proficiencies in English/language arts
as established by the State Board of Education
3. Educational proficiencies in mathematics as
established by the State Board of Education
4. Average ISTEP scores for each subject area and
for each grade level tested under the ISTEP progreim
(Indiana State Board of Education. 1990).
Proposed Curriculum Rules
On August 13. 1992. the Indiana State Board of
Education approved new rules proposed by the Indiana
Department of Education for elementary and middle level
curriculum programs (see Appendix A) .

These rules, which

were to take the place of the mandated time allocations
(see Tables 1 and 2) . were designed to provide local
communities more flexibility in addressing the needs of
students.

In addition, the rules required that schools

offer a balanced curriculum that is "appropriate to the
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developmental characteristics of students, that is
consistent with the state-adopted student proficiency
guides, and that develop student competency in gathering,
using, euid evaluating information in a technology-rich
environment" (Indiana State Board of Education, 1992).

The

proposed rules also required that the Department of
Education develop changes in the school accreditation
process, including a new method of reporting on curriculum
and ensuring that the schools meet the curriculum standards
for accreditation (ISBE, 1992).

The new rules, which were

to have been sent to the Attorney General and then to the
(Governor for review and approval, had been tctbled as of
May, 1993 (J. Kapsa, personal communication, April 27,
1993) .
The South Bend, Indiana, Instrumental Music
Pull-out Program
In the South Bend Community School Corporation,
students are pulled out of the classroom for various
programs.

One of these programs is the instrumental music

program which consists of the elementary bands and
orchestras.

In view of the criticism, the mandates, and

the Performance Based Accreditation financial incentives
added to the normal, everyday teaching stress, it is
conceivable that the basic s)cills classroom teacher would
be concerned about a program which removes students from
the classroom.

Any program which takes a student out of
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8
the basic skills classroom and into another classroom for
specialized study cem be referred to as a pull-out progreim.
The instrumental music pull-out program has been a
part of the curriculum since 1942.

There are approximately

1300 elementary students enrolled in instrumental music in
grades 4 through 5 within the 22 kindergarten-through
sixth-grade-elementary schools (data collected before the
opening of an additional elementary building in September,
1993) .

Students are eligible for the orchestra program

when they reach the fourth-grade level and for the band
program when they reach the fifth-grade level.

The

students leave their classrooms in order to attend classes
in band and orchestra.
The students are pulled out rather than scheduled
after or before school for two reasons.

First, the

instrumental music program is a part of the curriculum in
the elementary schools.

In fact, the proposed state

curriculum guidelines include in Section Three, letter f,
the statement, 'Students in these programs should have the
option to receive instrumental music instruction' as a
part of the curriculum (Indiana State Board of Education,
1992).

The instrumental music program provides

opportunities for students who are talented in the arts and
helps to fulfill the mission of the South Bend Community
School Corporation, which states:
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Cocurricular activities have a valid and valued
position in our corporation. All students will be
provided with programs of enriched learning
experiences to enable them to acquire the skills,
knowledge, concepts, ideas, and attitudes that will
promote their growth as individuals. (South Bend
Community School Corporation Department of
Instruction and Curriculum. 1988. p. 1)
After school classes conflict with the corporation's
Vision Statement which provides that the educational
programs of the corporation will take place in an
integrated environment by segregating the programs.
allowing only those students who can stay after school. who
can be picked up by their parents, and who are not
interested in athletics to participate.

Those students who

must go home immediately after school because of a younger
sibling or whose parents do not allow participation in
after school events would be excluded from participation in
an after school progreun.

Students who participate in

elementary athletic organizations would also be excluded
due to the after school practice schedules.

Second, the

state instructional time allocations currently allow for
the additional music program.

In most South Bend

elementciry schools, only the band and orchestra students
attain the required current state minimums for fine arts
instruction.
Additional Pull-out Concerns
If the instrumental music program were the only cause
of concern among the elementary classroom teachers. the
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teachers' concern about the pull-out programs would be
limited.

However, in the last 5 to 10 years, additional

programs have been added to the curriculum which require
differentiated scheduling.

The many programs only

occasionally involve the same students, but always involve
some students.

In South Bend, Indiema, in 1993, students

might be removed from the basic skills classroom for speech
and hearing classes, for classes to address learning
disabilities, for classes designed for students who use
English as a second language, and for remedial education.
The addition of the various programs designed to
provide additional remedial help or enrichment have created
a cumbersome problem for principals in scheduling and for
the teaching staffs in organizing teaching/learning time.
The number of programs have created diminished homebase
instructional time, increased pupil movement between areas
in the school, and created tensions between homebase and
pull-out teachers as they compete for student time (Cronin,
1988, p. 8).

Due to the small number of instrumental staff

which are available for instruction at any time— 15
band teachers euid 11 orchestra teachers for 33 schools—
the scheduling of band and orchestra classes at the
elementary level is a problematic task for the principals.
There is little flexibility.

In addition, all elementary

scheduling must be done either around the high-school or
middle-school schedules or in cooperation with the
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schedules of three other elementary schools.
Statement of the Problem
The elementary teachers in South Bend, Indiana,
because of the emphasis which has been placed on the
achievement test scores and on the effect of instructional
time on the achievement test scores, expressed concern
about the students who are removed from the classroom on a
daily and/or weekly basis.

The purpose of the study was to

determine if pull-outs for instrumental music have an
effect on the academic achievement of elementary students.
The question was based on an assumption that the students
who have lost time from the basic classroom setting are in
danger of missing vital information which will affect their
general achievCTient, and more importantly, affect their
achievement on the ISTEP test (Indiana Statewide Testing
for Educational Progress).
This study was designed to respond to the concerns of
the teachers and administrators in South Bend, Indiana that
the students who were involved in the elementary
instrumental music pull-out programs were adversely
affected in view of the interruption of instructional time
in the self-contained classroom.

Specifically, the study

examined the achievement results in total reading, total
language, total math, and total battery.

The students

included in the study had been involved in the program
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since the beginning of their fourth- or fifth-grade year.
The assumption of those involved in music education is that
the mental skills being developed in the bcuid and orchestra
classes are transferable to the core classroom.

If the

assumption of the music educators is accurate, the
instrumental music pull-out program should have no adverse
effect on the achievement test scores of these students.
Research Questions
The research questions posed in this study were:
1. Are there significant differences between the test
scores in total reading, total language, total math, and
total battery of elementary students participating in band
or orchestra pull-out classes and a matched group of
students who are not a part of a pull-out progrcim?
2. What are the perceptions and attitudes of the
teaching staff towards the pull-out programs?
This study examined the following research null
hypotheses :
1. There is no difference between the MCE change
scores in total reading, total language, total math,

and

total battery of pull-out and non-pull-out students.
2. There is no difference between the NCE change
scores in total reading, total language, total math, and
total battery of male and female students.
3. There is no interaction between pull-out/
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non-pull-out and gender in the areas of total reading,
total language, total math, and total battery.
4. There is no difference among the NCE change scores
of the various racial groups in total reading total
language, total math, and total battery.
5. There is no interaction between pull-out/non-pullout and race in the areas of total reading, total language,
total math, and total battery.
Importance of the Study
The study of the effects of the bcuid and
orchestra pull-out program on the achievement test scores
of the students in South Bend, Indiema, is important
because of the local concern of the South Bend public
school upper-elementary staff.

Because of the pressure to

achieve higher classroom test scores, the teachers in South
Bend are concerned with a program that removes a student
from the classroom two to three times a week.

The study

provides insight as to the actual effects of the
instrumental pull-out program on the scores of students who
are pulled out for training in instrumental music.

The

study is valuable because of the need for research on the
instrumental music pull-out question in order to address
the teacher concerns.
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Bsfiniçign?
For Che purpose of the dissertation, the following
terms are defined:
Basic Skills includes those subjects which are
necessary for learning such as reading, mathematics, and
oral and written communication.
CAT refers to the California Achievement Test.
Chapter 1 is a nationally funded remedial program
which offers supplemental educational services to
underachieving students in low-income areas.
Curriculum is defined as the planned interaction of
pupils with instructional content, materials, resources,
and processes for the evaluation of the attainment of
educational objectives (IDOE, 1990, p. 62) .
CTBS is a standardized achievement test, the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, developed by
McGraw/Hill and used by the State of Indiana as the major
section of their statewide competency test.
Differentiated Scheduling is any programmatic
scheduling which requires student time outside the
basic skills classroom setting.
Elementary School means any combination of grades
kindergarten (K) through 8 (IDOE, 1990, p. 62).
ESL stands for the English as a Second Language
program which offers training in all subjects for those
students whose families do not use the English language as
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their common form of cononunication.
Fine Arts Education means instruction in art, music,
drama, deince, and other areas that would provide visual,
performing, and creative modes of student learning.
IDOE refers to the Indiana Department of Education.
Instrumental Music Programs are the band and
orchestra programs in which students are instructed in
string, woodwind, brass, and percussion techniques.
ISHE stands for the Indiana State Board of Education.
ISTSP is the Indiana Statewide Testing for
Educational Progress which consists of the following
components :
1. A standardized, norm-referenced achievement test
in the subject areas of English/language arts and
mathematics for grades 2, 3, 6, 8, and 9, supplemented with
test items needed to relate the ISTEP program with the
proficiency statements developed by the department.
2. A cognitive abilities test for grades 2, 3, 5, 8,
and 9 (The cognitive abilities test is an additional
battery to assess mental abilities and thinking processes.
It is a short, 2 hour section of the total test process.)
3- Writing samples for grades 3, 6, 8, and 9
(Indiana State Board of Education, 1990, p. 58).
MCE refers to the Normal Curve Equivalent.
PBA refers to Performance Based Accreditation which
is the system established by Public Law 390 and which
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requires Che establishmenc of expected performance levels
in each of the following areas:
1. Student attendance rates
, Graduation rates (in high schools)
3. Results of the ISTEP prograun
4. Proficiency in reading and language arts
5. Proficiency in mathematics.
The expected performance level for each school in
each of the areas noted above is based on the performance
of schools with similar organizational structure serving
students of similar socioeconomic status and similar
aptitude.

During the accreditation year, a school’s actual

performance must meet or exceed expected performance.
Pull-out Proorêuns are any programs which require that
a number of students leave the basic skills classroom
setting in order to participate in another class or
activity while the regular class continues.
Self-Contained Classrooms are classroom settings
in which all of the subjects considered to be academic,
(i.e., math, science, reading, language arts, and social
studies) are taught by one teacher.
Overview of the Literature
The literature regarding the public schools in
America is critical of the methodology employed, the
teaching, the administration, and the boards of governance.
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According to Dr. Eliot Eisner of Stanford University, 'the
critical examination of American public schools has become
one of our nation's major spectator sports with many groups
expressing concern about the quality of our schools'
(Eisner, 1987, p. 37).

He further states that newspaper

columnists and television commentators seem to know not
only what ills plague the schools but also what
prescriptions will remedy them.

'The remedy is a longer

school year, more discipline, more homework, fewer
electives, and more 'basic" (Eisner, 1985).

The general

public has been well informed regarding the European and
Japanese test results.

These are reported to be far

superior to the test results which are earned by the
American students.

The end result of the comparison has

been to place schools under great pressure to improve the
test scores through narrow, 'no frills' curricula that
stress mathematics, the language arts, and repetitive rote
approaches to learning (Goodlad, 1987, p. 52).
According to Stitgen (1988, p. 31), the 'no frills'
approach has caused ein erosion in the time and attention
given to music education in America.

What has not been

reported to the general public is the importance of music
classes in the curricula of the educational systems of some
European countries and Japan.

In Gennéiny, each student in

grades kindergetrten through 12 receives a minimum of two
45-minute class periods per week and, in many schools.
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there are three class periods or more.

In Norway, music is

a major commitment (Stitgen. 1988, p. 31).

In Japcui, every

school child is required to play a musical instrument
beginning in the lower elementary grades and continuing
through grade 12 (Harrison, 1980) .

In the Japanese

nationalized school system, students receive three classes
of music per weeJc in grades 1 to 8 and one class period per
wee)c in grades 9 through 12 (Stitgen, 1988) .

Harrison

(1980, p. 27) suggested that the Japanese educational
system includes musical performance training because of the
positive impact such training makes on student achievement.
Neurologists have found that student achievement and
intelligence improves when a student is involved in an
instrumental music program (Harrison, 1980).

The findings

are based on the theory of bilateralism of the brain which
is thought to be behind the increased intelligence of the
artistically stimulated student.

In playing a musical

instrument, both halves of the brain are stimulated and
engaged, the analytical and the artistic, thereby
developing the total intelligence.
Thomas J. Shuell (cited in Fowler, 1987), of the
State University of New York at Buffalo, lists types of
knowledge which are addressed in music education:
1.

Propositional )cnowledge— the systematic and
orgeinized body of verbal knowledge; for excuiqple,
knowing the music symbol system, pitch names,
durational values, and expressive markings.
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2.

Procedural knowledge-knowledge of how to perform
vEurious types of intellectual skill, such as
knowing how to analyze a new piece of music by
looking at the key and meter signatures,
performance directions, and expressive markings.

3.

Psychomotor/physical knowledge-knowing how to
perform various types of motor skills like the
positioning of one’s fingers, hands, and lips,
breathing or articulating properly, and locating
the correct fingering position by feel rather
than sight.

4.

Imaging—knowledge involving visual and spatial
relationships such as knowing the feeling and
motion the composer wants to convey from the
visual representation on the written page.

5.

Aural knowledge-knowledge of sounds and their
relationships to one another, such as the eibility
to hear the relationship between one’s own part,
parts being played by others, and ways in which
the various parts fit together.

6.

Attitudinal—predispositions and preferences
for performing some act, such as choosing to
cooperate actively in preparation of a musical
performance.

7.

Emotional—visceral responses to various sounds,
images, and situations such as the excitement
felt during and after a good performance, (po.
31-32)

With the wide scope of thought processes, both
objective and subjective, cognitive and affective, that are
required for learning in instrumental music, the band and
orchestra programs should provide increased learning skills
for those students who are involved in the programs.

The

question to be studied is whether or not the learning
techniques transfer to the general classroom.

If

transference is possible between the skills learned in the
instrumental program and the basic skills classroom as the
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Japanese assume, then the techniques of the instrumental
classes will help provide students with the mental tools
they need to achieve test scores which are equal to or
higher than those of students who are not in the program.
Overview of Methodology
The population for this study was comprised of
approximately 1274 sixth-grade students who attended one of
22 elementary schools in the South Bend Community School
Corporation and were attending one of the 5 middle schools
during the 1992-93 school year.

This study compared the

NCE change scores (from the third grade to the sixth grade)
in total reading, total math, total language, and total
battery of two groups of students: pull-out and non
pull-out.
The pull-out group included those children who, as
sixth-grade students, had been a part of eui instrumental
music pull-out program in South Bend, Indiana, since their
fourth-grade year.

The non-pull-out group included those

children who, as sixth-grade students, had not been a part
of the instrumental pull-out program.

Student achievement

in the South Bend Community School Corporation was measured
by the McGraw-Hill California Achievement Test (CAT) in
grade 3 and the McGraw-Hill Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills (CTBS) in grade 6.

Because of the differences in

CAT and CTBS norming, CAT NCE scores were converted to CTBS
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NCE scores by means of a conversion table provided by
McGraw-Hill (see Appendix B). The basic norm-referenced
tests were given annually to all students in the State of
Indiana in grades 2 through 10.

The sub-tests measured

total reading, total language, total math, and total
battery.
The sampling procedure matched a group of 299
students who had been a part of the pull-out program in
bcind cind orchestra with students who had not been pulled
out of auiy basic skills classes.

The students were matched

on the basis of the third-grade NCE scores for total
battery.

They were compared by their pull-out/non-pull-out

status and in regard to race and gender.
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) analyses were
used to compare the differences in the test scores of the
pull-out and non-pull-out groups in the areas of total
reading, total language, total math, and total battery and
the interaction between pull-out/non-pull-out with gender
and race.

The Student-Newman-Kuels multiple comparison

procedure was used to determine any pairwise differences.
The purpose of the analyses was to determine if there
was a significant difference in the achievement test scores
of the students involved in the band eind orchestra pull-out
progreun ctnd those students who had not been removed from
the basic skills classroom setting for band and orchestra.
A survey was also conducted among all of the fourth-.
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fifth-, and sixth-grade basic skills teachers.

The purpose

of the survey was to determine the attitudes of the
teachers toward the instrumental pull-out program and the
level of staff concern regarding the effect of the programs
on the test scores.
Description of Sample
The original population for this study was comprised
of 1654 sixth-grade students who attended one of 22 South
Bend Community School Corporation elementary schools, and
who attended one of the 5 South Bend Community School
Corporation middle schools during the 1992-93 school year.
(There were, as of September, 1992, 23 elementary schools
in the South Bend Community School Corporation.)

The

population was reduced to 1274 students by the elimination
of those students who had not completed some portion of the
third-grade CAT test or the sixth-grade CTBS test.

The

study was comprised of those students from each of the 22
elementary schools who completed both the California
Achievement Test in their third-grade year and the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills in their sixth-grade
year.

The students were members of the 1992-93 seventh-

grade classes.

The third-grade students were chosen as the

initial grade level for the study for two reasons.

First,

there were few students pulled out of the third-grade
classes with the possible exception of those pulled out for
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Chapter 1 reading remediation or one of the Special
Education Services.

Thus, the California Achievement Test

scores were generally unaffected by loss of time in the
basic skills classroom.

Second, the instrumental music

students are removed from the basic skills classes at the
fourth-grade level to begin the study in instrumental
music.
Organization of the Dissertation
The organization of the paper was as follows :
Chapter I included the introduction to the research,
the presentation of the background of the problem, the
statement of the problem, the purpose of Che study, the
preliminary research questions used in the study, and the
definition of terms relating to the research.

The chapter

also includes a short overview of the literature cind an
overview of the methodology, and concludes with the
delimitations of the study.
Chapter 2 presented a literature review which
includes information on pull-out programs in general, and
the importance of the music and the instrumental
instruction in the elementary schools.
Chapter 3 dealt with the population and sample, the
research procedures, the instrumentation, the null
hypotheses, and the statistical methods which were used in
the reseatrch.
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Chapter 4 described the results of the study and
analyzes the data.
Chapter 5 summarized the findings, stated the
conclusions, and suggested further topics of study based on
the results of the research.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
Education organizational patterns have undergone
various changes since the late 19th century.

From one-room

schools where the teacher taught all subjects to all
students at all grade levels, the system evolved into
graded, self-contained classrooms based on the students'
chronological ages (English, 1984).

The graded school,

which had its origin in 1848, included the concept of a
single teacher for each class.

The teacher had the

responsibility for the major portion of the students'
instruction and guidance (Bums, 1985) .

It was believed

that the commonality of interest of such a group made
possible the development of large group activities
operating around a central core curriculum (Stoddeurd,
1961) .

Teachers were assigned one grade level with the

students being taught all subjects by that particular
teacher (Slomer, 1987).

In this early pattern, the role of

the area specialist was to plan and woric with the basic
sJcills classroom teacher in order that the basic skills
teacher might be better able to meet the needs of the
25
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students in specialized areas.

When the needs of the

students exceeded the abilities of the classroom teacher
and the self-contained classroom was uneible to meet the
needs of a diverse student population, it became apparent
that a new organizational system should be developed
{Cronin, 1988) .

The age concept was abeindoned for

departmentalization in the early 1900s.
Departmentalization has existed for over 90 years
(English, 1984) .

It was and is used to provide several

teachers who are specialists in their fields in addition to
the basic skills teacher in order to enrich the curriculum
by providing specific expertise.

Instrumental music was

recognized as part of the departmental curriculum plan as
early as the 1920s (Godbey, 1963).
In the 1960s, George Stoddard's Dual Progress Plan
(1961) was developed as a new approach to elementary
education.

The central theme of the plan was that since

the maturing elementary child is uneven in interests and
academic abilities, special attention must be given to
acceleration and remediation.

In this plan, the subject

matter was divided into a "core" of basic studies :
Icuiguage arts and social studies which were studied with
the basic skills teacher and science, art, and music which
were taught by experts in the field (Burns, 1985).
Instruction in the basic skills was non-graded.

Students

were placed in ability groups and were expected to achieve
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in accordance with their measured aptitudes cind interests.
Higher achieving students were provided special
electives such as foreign language whereas lower achieving
students were allowed to remain within the group but were
not provided the special elective/enrichment programs.
Metny of the characteristics of depeirtmentalization were
included in the Stoddcird plan.

Mathematics and science

were taught by a specialist to homogeneously grouped
students (Bums, 1985).

Higher achieving students were

allowed to move at an accelerated pace.

The concentration

areas for the lower achieving children were general basic
skills.

These children were instructed at a slower pace

with simple materials (Stoddard, 1961).
By the end of the 1970s, the educational models
tended to be based on the educational conviction that
learning would be more effective if it grew out of what
interested the learner rather than what interested the
teacher (Silberman, 1970).

The model allowed the students

to choose their own educational interests and to be
responsible for their own learning.
With the publication of & Nation ât Risk in 1983,
there was a movement away from the idea of open education
back to the idea of basic education.

The chcinges in the

1980s and eeurly 1990s have been toward cognitive learning
experiences.

The proponents of the 'back to basics'

movement expect the end result of the return to basic
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education to be improved test scores.

In order to satisfy

the demands of parents, state legislative officials, and
the various business and professional elements who have
become educational critics, school administrators have
looked to pull-out programs to provide the specialized
instruction required and requested by various segments of
the school population.
E»ul1 -out Progrëuns
Pull-out programs are those programs which allow
movement of elementary school students from their
self-contained classrooms for specialized instruction.
They are those programs which consist of any instructional
arrsuigements that remove students from a self-contained
class and thereby reduce 'whole class time' (English,
1984).

Cronin (1988) wrote that:

Such programs are felt by many to segment a
student's school day undesirably. The term
fragmentation is frequently found in literature about
pull-outs, and the word itself clearly bears negative
connotations. Such programs unquestionably break the
continuity which some find a strength of the selfcontained classroom; however, whether they do so to
the advantage or the disadvantage of the students
involved remains at issue, (p. 27)
In a survey conducted fay Gary B u m s (1984) , over 80%
of the principals polled noted that pull-outs are used
because there is no better way to provide the type of
instruction that can be offered in a pull-out class.

More

than half of the responding principals cited the
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possibilities of one-to-one work or small-group instruction
as pull-out progreun advantages.

In spite of this response,

only 13% said that programs were helpful to homebase or
classroom teachers.

Schedules eure exeunined and faculties

and school officials continually explore different
approaches to the pull-out arreuigement.

However, no clear

solution to the problan has emerged.
Before federal programs, music, art, and physical
education were the most common areas of specialization.

In

1993, it is a widespread scheduling practice to excuse
students from the basic skills classroom activities for
instruction in instrumental music.

According to B u m s

(1984), musical instrument instruction in the early grades
has become a commonplace occurrence.

It is the practice to

expose Icirge numbers of students to a variety of musical
instruments. The only criterion for inclusion, in most
cases, is the child's desire for instrumental instruction.
Kvet (1982) found that "the primary attitude on the
part of teachers, administrators, and peurents about missed
instructional time is that a student 's academic achievement
will be adversely affected by absence from classroom
activities* (p. 46).

Henry, writing for the

"Instrumentalist* in 1978, suggested that the chief concern
of parents is that, if the students miss academics for any
period of time, "the slower students will have trouble
keeping up and the grades of the brightest will fall.
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Confronted with lower or failing grades, some parents may
panic and remove their children from the program" (p. 26) .
In the elementary schools of the 1990s, however, the
concern is not only for falling grades but also for the
possible negative effects leaving the classroom might have
on achievement test scores.

Low scores would impact the

results of the Performance Based Accreditation Evaluations.
Low scores would result in a loss of some state financial
support of the school districts.
Building principals are pressured by
superintendents, school boards, and even state
legislators with demands for ever higher standardized
test scores. Newspapers are filled with articles and
editorials about the need to "get back to basics* in
the schools. (Gillespie, 1992, p. 79)
These basics do not include time for the arts or time for
the instrumental music pull-out program.
B u m s (1984) indicated that there is only a limited
amount of information available on pull-out programs.
There is a lesser aunount of research available related to
the effect of band and orchestra pull-out programs on the
achievement of the students involved.

The music programs

are listed as irritants to the elementary classroom
teacher.

Wilson found in 1941 that elementary classroom

teachers were not always enthusiastic about having
students ' class time interrupted by music programs.

They

failed to see why the interruptions were necessary.

Fifty
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years later, the attitude regarding the music programs
persists.
Although it is accepted as a part of the job of any
instrumental music teacher to keep the program within the
bounds of acceptance by the classroom teacher (Godbey,
1963), any program which removes a student from the basic
skills classroom is suspected of endangering student
achievaaent.

Unfortunately, although literature ceui be

found which contains statements regarding the benefits and
problems inherent in elementary-school instrumental music
instruction, few of the statements have been substantiated
through carefully plctnned scientific inquiry (Kvet, 1982) .
In a report regarding the study conducted by the
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, School District, David Circle
(1983) pointed out that the instrumental music teachers
defended the pull-out programs based on the conviction that
the "better students* were the ones who elected to
participate in the programs and that their academic growth
was not hcunpered nor were their test scores adversely
affected by the instrumental music progreims.

The question

which remains is, "Are the students who elect to be in the
instrumental programs 'better students’ or do the students
become better because they are a part of the instrumental
programs?" (Circle, 1983).
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Studies on Achievement of Students in
Instrumental Music Pull-out Programs
Six studies have been conducted in the last four
decades to investigate the academic effects of removing
students from the self-contained classroom for instrumental
instruction.

According to Gillespie (1992), the studies

involve both urbem and suburban school districts that
differ in size, socioeconomic mix, and racial balance, and
all six studies show that student math and reading
achievement test scores are not affected by classroom
pull-outs.
Friedman Study
Bernard Friedmëin conducted a study in 1959, vhile at
New York University, of the effects of the instrumental
music pull-out programs.

His study was to determine what

happens to the achievement in reading and arithmetic of
fifth-grade elementary pupils who devoted a portion of
their day to instrumental programs.

A parallel-group

procedure was used in which two groups, one, cin
instrumental music group that devoted part of the school
day to music classes, and the other, students who remained
a part of regular classes, were used.

The control group

was organized by matching each child in the music pull-out
group with another child, who was not removed from the
basic skills classroom, on the basis of intelligence and
age.

The SteUiford Achievement Test was used as the measure
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of achievement and was administered in Septanber and in May
to parallel groups of students, one group involved in
instrumental pull-out programs and one group who underwent
the ordinary elementary-school course of study (Friedman,
1959).
In September, the entire battery of nine achievement
tests was administered to both groups.

In May, only the

tests for arithmetic computation cind paragraph and word
meaning were administered.

T tests for independent groups

were run to determine if there was a significant difference
between the means of the control group and the means of the
experimental group.

The results of the statistical

evidence indicated that pupils in the instrumental music
classes had no lower achievement scores than did the pupils
in the regular classes (Friedman, 1959).
Groff Study
The Groff study (1963) was concerned with the
effects of excusing sixth-grade students in West Hartford,
Connecticut, once or twice a week from their regular
classrooms to receive instrumental music instruction.
Instrumental and noninstrumental music students were
matched on the variables, sex, IQ, and classroom teacher.
Composite percentiles from the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills were recorded for all pupils in the
instrumental groups. Means of the two groups were
compared euad tests of significance were applied to
discover whether or not group I (instrumentalists ) or
group NI (noninstrumentalists ) achieved significantly
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higher scores on Che Iowa Test. (Groff, 1963. p.
5014)
The z test revealed that, at the 5% level of
confidence, there was no significant difference in academic
achievement by pupils in either group.

The investigator

concluded that the sixth-grade students who were excused
from the classrooms in West Hartford, Connecticut, to take
music lessons once or twice a week for limited periods did
not suffer any loss of achievement.

Their withdrawal was

not detrimental to their academic achievement.
Kempter Study
In 1979, a study was conducted under the leadership
of Dale Kempter, Director of Music for the Albuquerque, Mew
Mexico, Public Schools.

The purpose of the study was to

investigate the relationship between academic achievement
in reading and language and pupils’ participation in band
and orchestra in all 75 Albuquerque elementary schools.

A

total of 5154 fifth graders took the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills (CTBS) in Metrch of 1979.

Of these, 910 (18%)

were enrolled in band and 357 (7%) were enrolled in
orchestra (Robitaille & O ’Neal, 1981) .

In all areas of

comparison, the students in the instrumental programs
scored higher than the total fifth-grade group.
The students who had been pulled out for bcind scored
10 percentile points higher in reading and 12 percentile
points higher in language.

Students who had been in the
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orchestra scored 16 percentile points higher than the total
fifth-grade group in reading and 20 percentile points
higher in language.

The findings from the study determined

that the instrumental music students did not experience a
loss of skill level as measured by the CTBS.
Robitaille and O'Neal Study
In 1980, as a follow-up to the Kempter study,
Robitaille and O'Neal repeated the tests of the band and
orchestra students in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with like
results.

Their interest was in demonstrating that a

pupil's academic achievement is enhanced by participation
in the instrumental music program.
As a part of the data analysis, 129 music students
were selected and then paired with non-music students from
the same schools who had matching scores.

The instrument

used in the analysis was the Short Form Test of Academic
Aptitude.

When the total CTBS scores of all music and non-

music students were compared, the music students showed an
average raw score one point higher than that of the
academically matched non-music students.
was not significant.

The difference

At the least, the findings from the

study suggested that the instrumental music students did
not experience a loss of skill level as measured by the
CTBS.

Clearly, no disadvantage was attached to the

psurticipation in the music pull-out program.

"The findings
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were consistent for schools with cest scores ranging from
well below to well above national norms with student
populations of varying ethnic mix" (Robitaille & O'Neal,
1981, p. 213).
Circle Study
At the request of

Dr. David Circle, Supervisor of

Music, the Testing emd Data Processing Department of the
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, Public School District conducted a
data analysis to gather "hard data" regarding the
instrumental music pull-out program and student
achievement.

A first analysis was conducted in 1983 and a

second in 1989.

In order to determine the effects on

mathematics problem-solving and reading-comprehension test
scores for students leaving the classroom for instrumental
music, the department conducted a study using students at
the third-grade level (prior to eligibility for the
program) and at the sixth-grade level (Circle, 1989).

Test

scores of the instrumental students were then compared to
the test scores of all students.

Analysis of the results

in 1983 and in 1989 indicated that the instrumental
students scored higher than the general population of
students (Circle, 1989).
In 1989, the test scores of the 554 instrumental
music students were included in the mean scores of the
general population. Thus, it could be assumed that if the
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554 instrimental music students‘ scores had been extracted
from the 1,608 general population, the differences would
have been even more dramatic.
Kvet Study
Kvet (1982) of Loyola University conducted a study
for his dissertation to augment previous research findings
by determining if there was a significauit difference in the
sixth-grade reading, language, and mathematics achievement
between those students who were excused from regular
classroom activities for the study of instrumental music
and those students not studying instrumental music.

The

study included the determination as to whether or not the
results were consistent among school districts of differing
size, location, socioeconomic status, and racial balance.
The general setting for the study was Cincinnati, Ohio,
with a 1980 population of 1,403,300.
The initial sample for the study was 2,100 sixthgrade students from 26 elementary schools.

The researcher

reported that a single-sample multivariate matched-pairs
design was employed to determine the desired results of the
study.

The study yielded the following conclusions:

There is no significant difference in sixthgrade reading achievement between students who are
excused from regular classroom activities for the
study of instrumental music and students not studying
instrumental music.
There is no significcuit difference in sixth
grade language achievement between students who are
excused from regular classroom activities for the
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study of instrumental music and students not studying
instrumental music.
There is no significauit difference in sixth
grade mathematics achievement between students who
are excused from regular classroom activities for the
study of instrumental music euid students not studying
instrumental music.
The results are consistent among the four school
districts that differ in size, setting, socioeconomic
level cuid racial composition (Kvet, 1982).
Summary of Literature Review
All of the data analyses previously conducted
indicated that there was no statistical difference in the
achievement of the students pulled out of the basic skills
classroom for instrumental music.

The student populations

exeunined in each of the studies varied by grade or by data
comparison.
The Friedman study was concerned with the reading and
arithmetic achievement of fifth-grade students.

The

analysis served to determine any significant difference
between the experimental and the control group from
September until May, 1958-1959.

The Groff study, 1963, was

concerned with the achievement of students at the sixthgrade level who had been withdrawn from basic skills
classes when compared with a control group of like students
who had not been withdrawn from basic skills classes for
instrumental music.

The Kempter study, 1979, and the

Robitaille and O'Neal study, 1980, of the students in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, were concerned with the comparison
of the achievement of students who had been pulled out for
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instrumental music with a control group which had not been
removed from class.

The Circle study, 1983 and 1989,

compared the achievement of pull-out students over a
3-year period with those who had not been pulled out for
instrumental music.

The Kvet study, 1982, compared the

achievement of sixth-grade instrumental music students with
the achievement of students who had not been a part of the
instrumental music program.
None of the previously discussed data analyses
measured the instrumental students' individual progress
over the 3-year period during which they were pulled out of
class for instrumental music.

Rather, each compared the

music students to the control students as the only measure
of achievement.

These studies differ from the South Bend

study in that the South Bend study addressed the question
of student progress as well as achievement aind used a
matched group of pull-out and non-pull-out students who
were studied by group, by gender, by race, and included an
analysis of the interaction of the groups with gender and
race.
In general, the literature on pull-out programs for
gifted and compensatory education is negative.

According

to Cronin (19881 , this may be more a commentary on the
literature than on the strength of the argument.

Circle

writes in the conclusion to his report on the pull-out
programs in Shawnee Mission, Kansas:
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The concluding shatemenc from our statisticicui
was: ‘Students in the instrumental music programs
appear
to have as good or better academic growth
(development) in reading and math as the district as
a whole. A strong case can be made that it is, in
fact, superior growth! However, Che question still
must be asked: "Does the instrumental music
experience provide additional discipline and practice
Chat transfers to other cognitive areas, thereby,
aiding growth, or do students who select instrumental
music automatically grow more anyway? " In any event,
a student's academic growth is not compromised by
engaging in learning to play a musical instrument,
and it is this researcher's opinion the instrumental
music participation actually aids in cognitive
growth.‘ (Circle, 1989, p. 2)
If, indeed, the instrumental music students are not
harmed, and are possibly helped, by the instrumental
programs, Kvet (1982) suggested that school administrators
should not use scheduling problems as a justification for
the elimination of instrumental music from the elementary
classroom and that parents should not be encouraged in the
belief that participation in elementary instrumental music
will result in lower academic achievement.

Removing a

student from instrumental music will not necessarily serve
as a means to ensure academic success.

Finally, the

classroom teachers' contention that removing students from
the classroom for instrumental music would adversely affect
those students' achievanent is not aui accurate point of
view.

However, as Gillespie (1992) pointed out, the

results did not indicate that students performed better in
class because of the instrumental instruction, only that
the pull-out instruction did not harm the students’
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achievCTient.. The results did indicate that, for whatever
reason, pupils in music programs performed better in
elementary schools than those who did not participate
(Robitaille i O'Neal, 1981).
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The assumption of those involved in music education
is that the mental skills being developed in the band and
orchestra classes are transferable to the core classroom.
These skills stimulate both halves of the brain, the
analytical auid the artistic, thus developing the total
intelligence.

If the assumption of the music educators is

accurate, the instrumental music pull-out program should
have little, if any, effect on the achievement test scores
of these students.
For this reason, the purpose of this study is to
determine if the test scores of the South Bend, Indiana,
students who were involved in the instrumental music
pull-out program for the 3 years encompassing their fourthgrade through their sixth-grade year had been adversely
affected in view of the interruption of instructional time
in the self-contained classroom.

Since these students had

been involved in the program since the beginning of their
fourth- or fifth-grade yeetr and had continued in the
program through their sixth-grade year, there was concern
42
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on the part of teachers and parents that their achievement
scores had declined fay the end of the sixth grade.

It was

important, then, to determine if the achievement of the
instrumental students was at an acceptable level when
compared to a comparable group of students who had not been
removed from class for any of the pull-out programs.
Type of Study
This study employed a causal-comparative design to
examine the achievement or lack of achievement on the
standardized achievement test scores of those students who
are a part of the instrumental music pull-out program in
South Bend, Indicina, and who are removed from their regular
classes in grades 4 through 6 to attend the band and
orchestra electives.

The examination required the

observation of the differences in the basic skills area
achievement test scores as included in the CTBS portion of
the ISTEP testing procedure.
Much discussion has taken place among educators
regarding the potential for a learning deficit that must be
present among those students who are pulled out of their
basic skills classes.

There is concern that there is a

drop in basic skills comprehension and achievement for
pupils who are taken out of standard proficiency subjects
in order to attend a class such as band or orchestra.

This

ex post facto study examined that concern through
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statistical analysis of the student test data in total
reading, total language, total math, amd total battery.
In addition, a survey instrument was distributed to
the elenentary classroom teachers in South Bend, Indiana,
which attempted to assess their concerns regarding the
pull-out program for band and orchestra.
The sample for this study consisted of students
involved in the instrumental pull-out program and students
who had not been removed from the basic skills classroom
for any pull-out program, either remedial

or accelerated.

Those students who might be released for other pull-out
programs in grades 4 through 6 were not included in the
study.
Population and Sample
The student population of the South Bend Community
School Corporation is diverse both in culture and in
economic level.

The band and orchestra classes are

culturally reflective of the general school population.
The possible economic barrier to instrumental music study
is addressed through the provision of corporation-owned
student instruments which are rented to those students with
limited funds for a low fee.

There are, currently, 21,360

students in the South Bend Community School Corporation,
10,000 of whom make up the elementary school classes.
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The population for this study was comprised of 1,274
sixth-grade students who attended 1 of 22 South Bend
Community School Corporation elementary schools, and who
currently attend 1 of the 5 South Bend Community School
Corporation middle schools.

The study is comprised of

those students from each of the 22 elenentary schools who
completed both the California Achievement Test in their
third-grade year and the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
in their sixth-grade year.

The students are members of the

1992-93 seventh-grade classes.
Third-grade students were chosen as the initial grade
level for the study for two reasons.

First, there were few

students pulled out of the third-grade classes with the
possible exception of those students pulled out for Chapter
1 reading remediation or one of the Special Education
Services.

Thus, the California Achievement Test scores

were generally unaffected by loss of time in the basic
skills classroom.

Second, the instrumental music students

begin to be removed from the basic skills classes at the
fourth-grade level.

When the original sample of 1,654

students was studied, those students who did not complete
all sections of the CAT test in grade 3 or the CTBS test in
grade 6 were eliminated.

In addition, students who were

pulled out of the basic skills classroom for programs other
them instrumental music, such as the Chapter I remedial
program, were eliminated.
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For the purpose of this study, the pull-out group
included those children who, as sixth-grade students, had
been a part of the instrumental music pull-out progreun in
the South Bend Community School Corporation since the
beginning of their fourth-grade year and who had been
pulled out of the basic skills classroom for band and
orchestra instruction for a minimum of 90 minutes per week.
There is a minimum requirement of 90 minutes instructional
class time for instrumental music which may be divided into
two 45-minute periods.

The actual scheduled instructional

time allocated for instrumental music is three 35-minute
periods yielding a total pull-out time of 105 minutes.

The

non-pull-out group included those children who, as sixthgrade students, had not been a part of any pull-out program
in the South Bend Community School Corporation.

These

students provided the focus of the study.
From the population of 1,274, 299 were identified as
students who were pulled out for instrumental music but
were not pulled out for any other program.

This formed the

experimental or 'pull-out' group for this study.

The

control or 'non-pull-out' group consisted of a matched
sample of 299 students who had never been pulled out of
regular classes from fourth grade to sixth grade.

The

control group was matched with the experimental or 'pullout' group on their third-grade total battery Normal Curve
Equivalent (NCE) scores.

Once the 299 pull-out students
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were selected and placed in rank order, a second group of
non-pull-out students was selected and matched with the
pull-out group.

The matching process could not provide a

perfect match between 100% of the pull-out and non-pull-out
students.

Where a perfect match was not possible, the

non-pull-out student score providing the closest match to
the pull-out student score was selected.

Ninety-six

percent of the pull-out/non-pull-out student scores were
perfectly matched in the study.
Instrumentation
CAT/CTBS
The test data utilized in this study were the
California Achievement Test and the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills.

Both of these instruments measure student

achievement in the areas of reading, language arts,
spelling, total language, mathematical computation,
mathematical comprehension, total math, and total battery.
They provided a convenient method of evaluating the
students' progress from the third to the sixth grade as
all students are required by the State of Indiana to
take the standardized tests.

As previously mentioned,

in 1989, the South Bend Community School Corporation
relied on the California Achievement Tests (CAT), forms
B and F, published by McGraw-Hill as the measure of
student achievement.
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The CAT is a series of norm-referenced, ob]écrivesbased tests for kindergarten through 12th grade which is
designed to measure achievement in the basic skills. The
average reliability coefficient is 0.90.

The content area

measured by the CAT were reading, spelling, language,
mathematics, and study skills.

The test was administered

to all students in the third grade by their regular
classroom teachers over a 5-day period.
In 1990, the South Bend Community School Corporation
adopted the fourth edition of the Comprehensive Test of
Basic Skills (CTBS/4), published by MacMillan/McGraw-Hill,
as their measure of student achievement.

The change was

instituted at the state level for all school corporations
in the State of Indiana.

This test also measures the

academic basic skills in reading, spelling, language,
mathematics, study skills, science, and social studies.
The validity of the tests was determined in both
cases by the selection committee of the State of Indiana
which examined the content of the tests in order to
determine whether each was directly related to the state's
objectives for the schools.

The reliability was tested for

internal consistency by the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR
20), which provides a correlation coefficient based on a
single administration of a test.
The formula provides a reliability estimate that
equals the average of all split-half coefficients
that would be obtained on all possible divisions of
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the test divided into halves. Such a split-half
coefficient would be obtained by correlating one half
of the test with the other half and then adjusting
the correlation with the Speannem-Brown formula so
that it applies to the whole test. (CTBS, p. 61)
A complete l:.sting of reliability coefficients can be found
in Appendix C.
Because of the chcinge in tests of basic student
achievement from the CAT to the CTBS, the students involved
in the study were given the CTBS in grade 6.

The NCE

(Normal Curve Equivalent) scores of the tests are not
equivalent.

Therefore, it was necessary to convert the NCE

scores of the CAT test to the CTBS NCE scores.

This

conversion was accomplished in three steps :
1. From the CAT NCE to the CAT SS (Scale Score)
2. From the CAT SS to the CTBS SS
3. From the CTBS SS to the CTBS NCE.
The Fourth Edition of the Spring Norms Conversion Chart
Boole, Forms E & F, March to June, 1989. provided by the
McGraw-Hill Company was used as the conversion instrument
(see Appendix B) .
Survey Instrument
In order to better address the issues behind the
perceptions of the teaching staff in regard to the
instrumental music pull-out program, an instrument was
developed which would survey the entire fourth-, fifth-,
and sixth-grade teaching staff as to their reaction
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regarding the band and orchestra pull-out progrcun.

The

instrument design was patterned on the instruments which
were previously developed by B. W. Cronin (1988) to measure
teachers’ reactions to pull-out programs (see Appendix D).
A draft of the questionnaire was given to a group of
teacher/supervisors in the Department of Instruction and
Curriculum of the South Bend Community School Corporation
and who were not a part of the final sample.

The

individuals were asked to react to the intent of the
questions.

In the case of an unclear question, the

question was rewritten.

The revisions helped to develop a

questionnaire that was concise, not time-consuming, and
which was appropriate to the study.

The document was

approved for use by the South Bend Community School
Corporation.

With that approval, the questionnaire was

mailed to the upper-elementary-school teachers in early
May, 1992.
Procedure for Collecting Data
CAT and CTBS Scores
Standardized test scores were requested euid collected
from the Computer Center of the South Bend Community School
Corporation for all students who took the CAT test in 1989
as third-grade students and the CTBS test in 1992 as sixthgrade students.

It was discovered that there were a number

of students who did not complete all portions of either the
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CAT or the CTBS tests in either one or both of the 2 years
included in the study.

Students who did not complete all

phases of the tests in both years were excluded from the
study.

In addition, those students who were pulled from

the basic skills classes for study in areas other than band
and orchestra were excluded from the study.

Students were

then identified as "pull-out" and "non-pul 1 -out" as
previously described (see p. 45).
Survey
Based on prior experience with departmental survey
instruments, the decision was made to create a survey which
could be completed and returned within a short time period.
The survey instrument was sent to all of the fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-grade basic skills teachers in the South
Bend Community School Corporation.

There was no attempt to

pre-mark the surveys other than by a color differential
allocated to each of the 5 high-schooi feeder districts.
Therefore, the survey could be sulmiitted in complete
anonymity.

The survey responses which were returned were

returned within a period of 2 weeks.

A total of 95 of 194

completed surveys were returned which resulted in a
response rate of 49% percent.
Statistical Analvsis
The purpose of the study was to determine if there
was a significcmt difference in achievement between the
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Instrumental music students who were removed from the basic
skills classroom and those students who were not removed
from the basic skills classroom for any reason.

Thus the

following null hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis 1.

There is no difference between the NCE

change scores in reading, language, math, and total battery
for the pull-out and non-pull-out students.
Hypothesis 2.

There is no difference in NCE change

scores between male and female students in the areas of
total reading, total language, total math, and total
battery.
Hypothesis 3.

There are no interactions between

pull-out/non-pull-out students and gender in the areas of
total reading, total language, total math, and total
battery.
Hypothesis 4.

There are no differences in NCE change

scores among the students by racial group in the areas of
total reading, total language, total math, and total
battery.
Hypothesis 5.

There are no interactions between

pu 11-out/non-pul1-out students and race in the areas of
total reading, total language, total math, and total
battery.
The hypotheses were tested using two-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) . When there was a significant interaction
effect, a test of simple effects was performed.

Pairwise
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Comparison was tested using the Student-Neuman-Keuls
Multiple Comparison procedure.
was set at 0.05.

The level of significance

The data was analyzed using the

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program (SAS, Inc.,
1991) .
The i,~test for independent samples was used to test
for initial differences/similarities between the total
battery NCE scores of the pull-out and the non-pull-out
group.

Correlated £.-tests were used for testing whether

there were significeuit gains/losses from the third to the
sixth grade in the three subject areas and the area of
total battery. For the survey data, item means, standard
deviation, as well as percent of response were reported.
Summar/
The purpose of the study was to determine if test
scores of the South Bend, Indiema, students who were
involved in the instrumental music pull-out progreim for the
three years from their fourth through their sixth-grade
year had been negatively affected in view of the
interruption of instructional time in the self-contained
classroom.

Since these students had been involved in the

program since the beginning of their fourth-grade year and
had continued in the program through their sixth-grade
year, there was concern on the part of teachers and parents
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that their achievement scores had declined by the end of
the sixth grade.

It was importeint, then, to determine if

the achievement of the instrumental students was at an
acceptable level when matched with a group of students who
had not been removed from class for any of the pull-out
progreuns.
Two groups of 299 students each, an experimental
pull-out group and a control non-pull-out group, were
matched by third-grade total battery NCE scores, and were
analyzed by pull-out and non-pull-out status, by race, and
by gender.
ANOVA analyses were run on the samples to compare the
differences in the test scores of the pull-out and non
pull-out groups as well as to determine if there was
interaction between pull-out/non-pull-out and gender and
race in the areas of math, reading, language, and total
battery as measured by the Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills (CTBS) and the California Achievement Test (CAT).
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CHAPTER POOR
RESULTS
Introduction
This research examined the possible effects of the
instrumental music pull-out program on the academic
achievement scores of the sixth-grade students in the South
Bend Community School Corporation.

The research also

examined the teacher perception of the effects of the pullout program to determine if the attitudes expressed in an
informal setting were the same as those expressed on a
formal survey instrument.

The study was an ex post facto

study as all of the students involved were in the 7th grade
in 1993 and had completed the achievement test under
consideration at the end of their sixth-grade year.

This

chapter describes the sample, the tests of the hypotheses,
and an examination of the formal teacher perception toward
the pull-out programs.
Sample
The Scunple for this study consisted of 598 students :
299 who were pulled out of the basic skills classes and 299
who were not pulled out of the basic skills classes.

These

55
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two groups were matched on their third-grade total battery
NC2 scores. Third-grade students were chosen as the initial
grade level for the study for two reasons.

First, there

were few students pulled out of the third-grade classes
with the possible exception of those students pulled out
for Chapter 1 reading remediation or one of the Special
Education Services.

Thus, the California Achievement Test

scores were generally unaffected by loss of time in the
basic skills classroom.

Second, the instrumental music

students begin to be removed from the basic skills classes
at the fourth-grade level.
Once the 299 pull-out students were selected and
placed in rank order, a second group of non-pull-out
students was selected and matched with the pull-out group.
The matching process could not provide a perfect match
between 100% of the pull-out and non-pull-out students.
Where a perfect match was not possible, the non-pull-out
student score providing the closest match to the pull-out
student score was selected.

Ninety-six percent of the

pull-out/non-pull-out student scores were perfectly matched
in the study.
A comparison of the achievement test scores between
the two groups is shown in Table 3.

As the table suggests

there were no significant differences in mean NCE scores
for pull-out and non-pull-out students at the third-grade
level for total reading, total language, total math, and
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TABLE 3
MEAN NCE, STANDARD DEVIATION.
AND T-TEST FOR THIRD GRADE

Group

Mean

Std.

Pull-out1

70.03

24.0

Noa-Pull-outZ

58.23

23.31

Pull-outi

68.08

23.21

Non-Pull-outZ

57.00

23.41

Pull-out*

75.67

23.21

Non-Puli-out2

75.94

23.57

Pull-out^

72.64

23.79

Non-Pull-out^

72.11

23.84

Test
Reading

df

}

596

Language

Math

Tot. Batt.

}
}
}

0.93

596

0.58

596

-0.14

596

0.27

Note. a= .05.
= 299.

2N = 299.
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tocal battery.

The mean NCE scores for both groups was

approximately 70 NCE points for the subject areas and total
battery.
The change NCE scores between the sixth grade and the
third grade for reading, math, language and total battery
for pull-out and non-pull-out students are shown in Table
4.

There were positive gains in total reading and total

language for both pull-out and non-pull-out students.
groups had negative gains in mathematics.

Both

As indicated by

the correlated *t' test, the pull-out students experienced
significant gains in the areas of total language and total
battery.

The non-pull-out students experienced a

significant loss in the area of total math and a loss, but
not a significant loss in the area of total battery.

Table

4 shows the level of significance in the battery of tests
for the pull-out and non-pull-out students.

(It is

recognized that an increase of 4-7 points on mean CTBS
scores may not have practical significance. In analyzing
the differences, however, the consideration was the
statistical significeince rather than practical
significeuice.

In a statistical analysis, 1 or 2 points may

be statistically significant.)
The total number of male students involved in the
study was 288: 166 male non-pul1-out students and 122 male
pull-out students.

The total number of female students

involved in the study was 310: 133 female non-pull-out
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TABLE 4
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
OF NCE CHANGE SCOEtES

Pull-ouc

Non-pull-out IN = 299)

(H = 299:

Test

Mean

std

£.

Mean

Std

£.

Total
Reading

1 .5 2

1 6 .7 7

1 .5 6

0 .7 9

1 7 .6 9

0 .7 7

Total
Language

3 .5 1

1 8 .4 0

3 .2 9 *

1 .3 2

1 9 .9 6

1 .3 2

-1 .2 9

1 7 .6 2

-5 .4 4

1 8 .8 8

-4 .9 9 *

1 .6 1

1 3 .6 4

-1 .2 5

1 4 .7 9

-1 .4 5

Total
Math
Total
Battery

- 1 .2 7

2 .0 3 *

Note. a = .05.
* Indicaces significance.
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students and 175 finale pull-out students.
The means and steindard deviation of the NCE change
scores for total reading, total math, total Ifuiguage, and
total battery for male amd female are shown on Tedile 5.
Both male and female students had positive gains in total
language amd total battery, but negative gains in total
mathematics.

Females had negative gains in total reading.

The total number of Black students involved in the
study was 174, with Black non-pull-out students numbering
76 and Black pull-out students numbering 48.

The total

number of White students involved in the study was 441 with
White non-pull-out students numbering 203 amd white pullout students numbering 238.

The total number of all other

races (Spauiish Americam. Native Américain, and Oriental)
involved in the study was 33 with the non-pull-out students
numbering 20 and the pull-out students numbering 13.
Table 6 shows the meem NCE chamge score for total
reading, total lamguage, total math, amd total battery for
the three racial groups.

Only in total lamguage did all

three racial groups register a positive gain in scores.
All three racial groups had negative gains in mathematics.
Hypotheses
Total reading
Hypothesis la:

There eire no differences between the

sxxth-grade NCE chamge scores in total reading for the
pull-out amd non-pull-out students.
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TABLE 5
THIRD TO SIXTH GRADE MEAN NCE CHANGE SCORES
AND STANDARD DEVIATION BY GENDER

Female
(M = 310)
Std
Mean

Total Reading
Total Language
Total Math
Total Battery

Male
(M = 288)
Mean
Std

-0.85

15.83

3.31

18.40

3.72

17.90

1.01

20.47

- 2.15

16.82

-4.68

19.83

0.13

12.64

0.23

15.89
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TABLE 6

C/)

THIRD- TO SIXTH-GRADE MEAN CHANGE SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATION BY RACE

w
o'
3
O

White
(N = 4411

Black
(N = 124)

8
■D

am

Mean

am

-1.65

18.39

2.42

16.41

- 5.36

20.83

2.04

22.00

2.09

18.27

8.06

19.94

Total Math

-4.59

20.79

-2.87

17.54

- 5.51

19.78

Total Battery

-1.40

17.4)

0.70

13.14

- 0.93

15.54

Mean
(O '

Other
(N = 33)

3"

Totai Reading

i

Total Language

Mean

am

3
CD

3
.
3
"

CD

O
"O
O
Q.
C
a
O
3
■D
O
CD

Q.

■D
CD

I
C/Î
W
o'

Note. Race regardless of pull-oui or non-pull-ouc,

ro
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Hypothesis 2a:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores between male and female students in total
reading.
Hypothesis 3a:

There are no interactions between the

pull-out/non-pull-out students and gender in the area of
total reading.
Hypothesis 4a:

There are no differences

in NCE change scores among the students by racial groups in
the area of total reading.
Hypothesis 5a:

There are no interactions in the area

of total reading between pull-out/non-pull-out students and
race.
Table 7 shows the ANOVA for total reading.

As the

table suggests, no significant difference was found in the
NCE change scores between the pull-out and non-pull-out
students.

Hypothesis la was retained.

There was a significant difference between male and
female NCE change scores (F = 9.46, df = 1,594, p = 0.002).
In total reading, male students gained by 3.31 NCE points
compared to a female loss of -0.85 (see Table 5, p. 61) .
Hypothesis 2a was rejected.
No significant interaction effect was found between
gender and pull-out/non-pull-out.

Thus, hypothesis 3a was

retained.
As Table 8 shows, in the area of total reading there
was a significcuit difference in the c h a n g e scores between
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TABLE 7
ANOVA: READING BY GENDER

Source

df

SS

MS

r

Pr>F

Pull-cue/
Non pull-out

1

79.47

79.47

0.27

0.603

Sex

1

2775.44

2775-44

9.46

0.002»

Inceraccion

1

20.48

20.48

0.07

0.791

17429.06

293.40

Error

594

Noce. a = .05.
' Indicaces significance.
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TABLE 8
ANOVA: READING BY RACE

MS

F

Pr>F

79.47

79.47

0.27

0.603

2

3009.43

1504.72

5.15

0.0061*

2

966.91

483.46

1.65

0.1923

592

173098.64

292.40

Source

df

Pull-cue/
Non pullouc

I

Race
Inceraccion
Error

SS

Wote. a = .05.
• Indicaces significance.
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races (F = 5.15, df = 2, 292, p = 0.0061).

In total

reading, the Black students experienced a loss of -1.65,
the White students experienced a gain of 2.42, and all
other racial groups (Native Americam, Hispanic, Oriental)
experienced a loss of -5.36 (see Tadile 6, p. 62).

The

Student-Neuman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Procedure
indicated that there was no significant difference in
change scores between the White and Black students.

There

was also no significant difference between the Black
students and the students in the other races. There was,
however, a significant difference between the scores of the
White students, and the students in the other races.
Therefore, hypothesis 4a was rejected.
No significant interaction effect was found between
race and pull-out/non-pull-out.

Thus, hypothesis 5a was

retained.
Total language
Hypothesis lb:

There are no differences between the

NCE change scores in total language for the pull-out/non
pull-out students.
Hypothesis 2b:

There are no differences in NCE

chemge scores between male emd female students in total
language.
Hypothesis 3b:

There are no interactions between the

pull-out /non-pull -out students amd gender in the area of
total lemguage.
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Hypothesis 4b:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores among the students by racial group in the
area of total lemguage.
Hypothesis 5b:

There are no interactions in the area

of total lemguage between pull-out/non-pull-out students
emd race.
Tcible 9 shows the ANOVA for total lemguage.

There

was no significant differences in NCE chemge scores found
between the pull-out emd the non-pull-out students.
Hypothesis lb was retained.
There was no significemt differences in the NCE
chemge scores for total lemguage when the results were
emalyzed with regard to gender. Hypothesis 2b was retained.
There was no significemt interaction effects found
between gender and pull-out/non-pull-out students.
Hypotheses 3b was retained.
There was no significemt difference in the NCE chemge
scores for total lemguage when the results were emalyzed
with regard to race. Hypothesis 4b was retained (see Teible
10) .
There was no significant interaction effects found
between race emd pull-out/non-pull-out students.
Hypotheses 5b was retained.
Total math
Hypothesis Ic:

There are no differences in total

math for the pull-out/non-pull-out students.
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TABLE 9
ANOVA: LANGUAGE BY GENDER

Source

df

SS

MS

F

Pr>F

Puil-ouc/
Non pull-out 1

713.06

713.06

1.94

0.164

Sex

1

2775.44

367.26

2.36

0.125

Inceraccion

I

254.37

254.37

0.69

0.406

Error

594

218490.29

367.33

Noce : a = .0 5 .
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TABLE 10
ANOVA: LANGUAGE BY RACE

Source

df

SS

MS

r

Pr>F

Pull-out/
Won pull-out

1

713.06

713.06

1.94

0.1641

Race

2

1219.23

509.66

1.66

0.1911

Interaction

2

895.26

447.63

1.22

0.2964

592

21497.34

367.39

Error

Wote. a = .05 .
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Hypothesis 2c:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores between male and female students in total
math.
Hypothesis 3c:

There are no interactions between the

pull-out/non-pull-out students and gender in the area of
total math.
Hypothesis 4c:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores among the students fay racial group in the
area of total math.
Hypothesis 5c:

There are no interactions in the area

of total math between pull-out/non-pull-out students and
race.
Table 11 shows the ANOVA for total math.

The Ccible

suggests a significant difference in the NCE change scores
between the pull-out and non-pull-out students (F = 7.72,
df = 1, 594, p = 0.006).

In total math, the pull-out

students experienced a loss of -1.29 NCE points.

The loss

experienced by the non-pull-out students was -5.44 NCE
points (see Table 4, p. 59).

The loss experienced by the

non-pul 1-out students was significantly higher than the
loss experienced by the pull-out students.

Therefore, in

the area of math, hypothesis Ic was rejected.
There was no significemt difference in NCE chemge
scores for total math when emalyzed by gender. Hypotheses
2c was retained.
There was no significemt interaction effect found
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TABLE I I
ANOVA: MATH BY GENDER

df

Source

SS

MS

F

Pr>F

Pull-ouc/
Non-pull-ouc

I

2575.39

2575.39

7.72

0.006*

Sex

1

564.94

564.94

1.69

0.1937

Inceraccion

1

43.95

43.95

0.13

0.717

594

198221.05

333.71

Error

Note. a= .05.
* Indicaces significance.
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between gender and pull-out/non-puli-out.

In Che area of

total math, hypothesis 3c was retained.
There were no significant differences found in
NCE change scores among the students by racial group in
the area of total math.
As shown in Teible 12, in the area of total math,
there was significant interaction found between race euad
pull-out/non-pull-out (F = 8.81, df = 2, 592, p = 0.002).
Thus, no main effects were interpreted.
simple effects was performed.

Instead, a test of

In total math, the Black

pull-out students gained 3.40 NCE points: the White pullout students lost -1.47 NCE points, all other group pullout students lost -15.38 NCE points (see Table 13).
The one-way ANOVA suggests chat, among pull-out
students, there were significant differences between the
three racial groups (F = 6.07, df = 2.296, P = 0.0026).
The Student-Neuman Keuls multiple comparison procedure
showed that for pull-out students. Black students (3.40)
gain was significantly higher them the racial group labeled
"Other" (-15.38).

The loss experienced by Whites (-1.47)

was not significantly different from the gain experienced
by Black students (see Table 14).

However, the loss

experienced by the other racial groups was significantly
larger them the loss experienced fay the White students.
There were also significemt differences in the
gain/loss NCE scores among the racial groups for
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TABLE 12
ANOVA: MATH BY RACE

F

Pr>F

2575.39

7.91

0.005*

219.82

109.90

0.34

0.714

5742.04

2871.02

3.81

0.0002*

192863.08

325.79

Source

df

Pull-out/
Non pull-out

1

2575.39

Race

2

Interaction

2

Error

592

SS

MS

Mote. a = .05.
* Indicates significance.
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TABLE 14
PULL-OUT INTERACTION EFFECT IN TOTAL MATH
COMPARISON OF SIXTH GRADE NCE CHANGE SCORES

White

Black

Other

Pull-out

-1.47

3.40

-15.38

Non-pull-out

-4.50

-9.63

.90
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non-pull- out (F = 3.30, df = 2.296, p = 0.0383).

The

non-pull-out Black students lost -9.63 NCE points; the
White non-pull-out students lost -4.50 NCE points but the
combined ocher racial groups gained 0.90 NCE points (see
Table 14).
The Student-Neuman-Kuels multiple comparison
procedure showed that the gain in NCE by the racial groups
other than White/Black was not significantly different from
the loss in NCE points by the Whites.

However, both the

gain in NCE points by Che other racial group students and
Che loss by the White students were significantly different
from the loss by the Black non-pull-out students.
The Black pull-out students gained 3.40 NCE points.
The Black non-pull-out students lost -9.63 NCE points.

The

gain by the Black pull-out students was significantly
larger than the loss by the non-pull-out Black students at
the .05 level of significance (£. = 3.53, p = 0.0006).
White pull-out students experienced a loss
NCE points.

The

of -1.47 in the

The White non-pull-out students experienced a

greater loss of -4.50 NCE points.

However, the loss by the

non-pull-out White students was not significantly larger
than the loss by White pull-out students at the .05 level
of significance (1l = 1.80, p = 0.073) .
The non-pull-out 'Other' racial group gained 0.90 NCE
points.

The pull-out students in this group lost -15.38

NCE points.

The gain by 'other' non-pull-outs was
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significantly larger than the loss by the "other" pull-ouc
students at the .05 level of significance (£. = -2.41. p =
0.025). Thus, when analyzed in the context of racial group,
hypothesis 5c was rejected.
Total battery
Hypothesis Id:

There are no differences between the

sixth grade NCE change scores in total battery for the
pull-out/non-pull-out students.
Hypothesis 2d:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores between male and female students regardless
of their experimental or control status in total battery.
Hypothesis 3d:

There are no interactions between the

pull-out/non-pull-out students and gender in the area of
total battery.
Hypothesis 4d:

There are no differences in NCE

change scores among the students by racial group in the
area of total battery.
Hypothesis 5d:

There are no interactions in the area

of total battery between pull-out/non-pull-out students and
race.
Table 15 shows the ANOVA for total battery.

The

table suggests that there was a significant difference
between NCE change scores of the pull-out and non-pull-out
students (F

= 5.99, df 1.594, p = 0.015).

In total

battery, the pull-out students gained by 1.61 NCE points.
The non-pull-out students lost by -1.25 NCE points (see
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TABLE 15
ANOVA: TOTAL BATTERY BY GENDER

Source

df

SS

MS

F

Pr>F

Pull-ouc/
Non pull-ouc

1

1216.74

1216.74

5.99

0.015*

Sex

:

40.34

40.34

3.20

3.654

Inceraccion

1

10.91

10.91

0.05

0.317

594 120603.37

203.04

Error

Noce. (X— .05.
*■ Indicaces significance.
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Table 11, p. 71).

Hypothesis Id was rejected.

No significant difference was found in the NCE change
scores for total battery when the results were analyzed
with regard to gender.

Thus, hypothesis 2d was retained.

There was no significant interaction effect found
between gender and pull-out/non-pull-out. Hypotheses 3d was
retained.
No significant difference was found in the NCE change
scores for total battery when the results were analyzed
with regard to race (see Table 16).

Therefore, hypothesis

4d was retained.
There was no significemt interaction effect found in
the area of total battery between race emd pull-out/non
pull -out .

Hypothesis 5d was retained.

Summary of analysis
Tedale 17 summarizes the tests of the 5 hypotheses
stated in this study emd indicates the areas of
significemce.
1.

The results of the study are as follows:
There was significemt interaction between pull-

out /non-pull -out and race for mathematics.

The Black pull-

out students experienced significemt gains (3.40) when
compared to Black non-pull-out students (-9.63).

The White

pull-out students experienced a loss in NCE scores (-1.47)
but the loss was less, though not significantly less them
the White non-pul1-out students (-4.50).

The Student-

Neumem-Keuls multiple comparison procedure showed that for
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TABLE 16
ANOVA: TOTAL BATTERY BY RACE

F

Pr>F

1216.74

6.02

0.015»

300.17

150.08

0.74

0.477

636.86

318.43

1.57

0.208

119718.09

202.23

Source

df

SS

Pull-ouc/
Non pull-ouc

I

1216.74

Race

2

Inceraccion

2

Error

592

MS

Noce. a = .OS.
* Indicaces significance.
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pull-out students, Black pull-out students experienced
significemtly higher scores in math them did the pull-out
students listed as 'others.'

The loss experienced by the

White pull-out students was not significemtly different
from the gain experienced by the Black pull-out students.
However, the loss experienced by the pull-out students
other than the Black and White students was significantly
greater than either the Black or White students.

The

results of the comparison in mathematics indicates,
therefore, that in that area, the effects of pull-out/non
pull-out depend on the ethnicity of the students.
2. Pull-out students had a significant gain in NCE
change scores in total battery.

Though not statistically

significemt, non-pull-out students had a negative change
NCE score.
3. There was a significemt difference between male
and female students in the NCE change scores in reading.
Males had positive gains (3.31) whereas White female
students had negative gains (-.89).
4. There were significant racial differences for
reading.

Although there was no significant difference in

change scores between White and Black students or between
Black students and students in other races, there were
significant differences in NCE mean change scores between
White students (2.42) and students in the other races
(-5.36).
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5. There were no differences between pull-out and
non-pull-out in total language.
Teacher Perceptions of the Instrumental
Music Pull-out Prooraro
In informal interviews and formal meetings with the
fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade teaching staffs, the
teachers had expressed concerns regarding the pull-out of
students for instrumental music and their success on the
ISTEP statewide achievement examination.

Additional

concern was expressed for the loss of time on task in the
basic skills areas.

It was decided to explore the concerns

of the teaching staff regarding the instrumental music
pull-out programs through a formal survey instrument in
order to better understand the actual concerns of the
teaching staff. These concerns would then be compared with
the actual study of the achievement test results of the
pull-out students. The teacher perception instrument was
developed based on a study of a series of instruments
developed by Barbara Cronin in 1988 while she was attending
Hofstra University.

Cronin had conducted an extensive

survey of teacher attitudes regarding pull-out programs.
Among the concerns expressed by the teachers involved in
the survey were those of the students missing class time,
the effect of the class absence on the achievement of the
students, and a concern for their own stress level when
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students were constantly in movement from the basic skills
class area.
Using the Cronin model the teaching staff of grades 4
through 6 was requested to respond to a short questionnaire
regarding their feelings about the band and
orchestra pull-out program (see Appendix D).

Ninety-five

teachers responded to the survey giving a response rate
from the staff of 194 of 49%.
The average responses, the standard deviation
results, and number of responses at each scale level of the
questionnaire are presented in Teible 18.

(The terms

"Seldom," "Sometimes," and "Nearly Always" were inserted
for easier interpretation.)
Questionnaire Responses
The South Bend, Indiana, upper-elementary basic
skills classroom staff responded to a questionnaire sent to
them fay the Department of Fine Arts.

The results of the

questionnaire indicated that the teachers had strong
opinions regarding the band and orchestra pull-out program
in the following areas which are listed in order of mean
level of response.
Question 1.

The majority of the classroom teachers

indicated through their survey response that they were
pleased that all students had the opportunity to be a part
of the band and orchestra program.

This item provided the

largest number of responses, 80%, at levels 4 and 5.
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RESULTS OF TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

LikarX Seals
Question

N

1

2

3

4

5

Mean

Std.

81
»4

4%
184

24
204

134
204

224
164

584
264

4.27
3.11

1 .06
1 .45

»2
95

234
174

134
224

244
214

364
134

234
274

3.04
3.12

1 .46
1 .45

82
94

14
344

44
154

224
174

344
154

394
194

4.05
2.80

0.94
1.53

91
93

114
1*4

54
64

224
244

94
254

624
294

3.64
3.64

1 .39
1.39
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Question 5.

The classroom teachers were aware that

the program provides an opportunity for all students, both
the gifted and the at-risk, which cannot be duplicated
in the classroom setting.

Seventy-three percent of the

respondents always (39%) or nearly always (34%) accepted
that the pull-out program provided opportunities for both
the at-risk and the gifted which cannot be duplicated in
the basic skills classroom.
Question 7.

Seventy-one percent of the upper

elementary staff responding indicated in their response to
question 7 that they always or nearly always accepted the
fact that the students must be provided instrumental music
as a pull-out program as it is a part of the state and
local curriculum which cannot be provided by the basic
skills classroom teacher.
Question 8.

The survey results indicated that

teacher stress was a concern in regard to the pull-out
program.

Fifty-four percent of the teachers responding to

the survey indicated that the pull-out program was always
or nearly always the cause of teacher stress.
Question 4.
question 4.

All of the teachers responding answered

Forty percent of the teachers indicated that

they always or nearly always felt burdened with the
responsibility to reteach material to those students who
had left the classroom. However, 39% of the teacher
respondents indicated that they did not feel burdened to
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reteach material to those students who had left the
classroom to participate in instrumental music.
Question 3.

Thirty-nine percent of those teachers

responding acknowledged that pull-out time always or nearly
always allowed time for remediation or enrichment for those
students who were not pulled out of their classrooms.
Thirty-six percent, however, indicated that pull-out time
never or seldom allowed time for remediation or enrichment.
Question 2.

Forty-two percent of the teachers

indicated that the pull-out program was annoying.

Thirty-

eight percent did not find the students' leaving an
annoyance factor to the classroom
Question 6.

Thirty-four percent of those teachers

responding to the survey instrument indicated that there
would be no loss of achievement among the students who were
removed from class for instrumental music.

Only 19% of

the teachers indicated a constant concern for the
achievement of the students who are pulled out of their
classroom.
The findings of the South Bend survey reinforced the
findings of the Cronin study.

The classroom teachers were

concerned with the stress level caused by having to
schedule around the instrumental music pull-out program.
Some were annoyed with the students leaving class emd felt
burdened with having to reteach material.
It is clear that, at the time of the survey in
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1992, the classroom teachers' informal opinions of the
music pull-out program were inconsistent with the empirical
findings.

Their main concern was not the achievement of

the students but the teacher stress caused by the students
being pulled out of classes.

Although the majority of the

teachers felt that the need to reteach the information to
the pull-out students was burdensome, more than half of
those responding indicated that the pull-out time did allow
for remediation and enrichment for those students who were
not pulled out of classes.
Chapter Summary
As shown in Table 15, p. 80, the results of the study
indicated that the pull-out students had significantly
higher NCE change scores in the area of total battery them
did the non-pull-out students, and that there
was significant interaction between pull-out/non-pull-out
and race for mathematics. Although there were sex and race
differences in change NCE scores in total reading, there
were no significant differences between pull-out and non
pull-out students for total reading {£. = 0.93).

Similarly,

no differences were found in NCE change scores between
pull-out and non-pull-out students for total language (£ =
.058) and total battery (i. = 0.14).
The empirical findings of the study, then, did not
support the upper-elementary teachers' concern that the
pull-outs are a detriment to the achievement level of the
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scudents who are missing classroom instruction because they
are being pull-out of class for instrumental music
instruction.

According to the results of the formal

survey, the teachers appreciated the band and orchestra
program, and they saw no other way to implement the
instruction except with the pull-out program.

It was the

teacher stress and the need to reteach material which was
found to be the main factor in the negative perception of
the progreim.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of the study was two-fold in nature.
First, there was a need to address the concerns of the
upper-elementary classroom teachers that those students who
were pulled-out of their classrooms for instrumental music
instruction were likely to experience a loss of
achievement.

Second, it was necessary to access the actual

perceptions of those teachers in view of those perceptions
which were verbally expressed in informal settings and in
formal meeting situations.
The intent of the study was to answer the following
questions :
1. Are there significant differences between the test
scores in total reading, total language, total math, and
total battery of elementary students participating in beind
or orchestra pull-out classes and a matched group of
students who are not a part of a pull-out program?
2. What are the perceptions and attitudes of the
teaching staff towards the pull-out programs?
In order to conduct the stu<fy, the third- and
90
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sixth-grade test results of all students who had completed
the third grade in the spring of 1989 and the sixth grade
in 1992 were accessed from the Computer Center of the South
Bend Community School Corporation.

The third-grade

students were chosen as the initial grade level for the
study for two reasons.

First, there are few, if cuiy,

students pulled out of the third-grade classes.

Thus, the

California Achievement Test scores were unaffected by any
loss of time in the basic skills classroom.

Second, the

instrumental music students begin to be removed from the
basic skills classes at the fourth «grade level.

By the

^

sixth grade all of the instrumental students have been
pulled out of the basic skills classroom for at least two
and generally, three years.
When the original sample of 1,654 scudents was
studied, those students who did not complete all sections
of the CAT test in grade 3 or the CTBS test in grade 6 were
eliminated.

From the population of 1,274 students who had

completed all facets of the test, two matched groups of 299
students were selected.

The control group included those

students who were not removed from the basic skills
classroom for any pull-out program, and the experimental
group included those student who were pulled-out of the
basic skills classroom for instrumental music only.
The test data utilized in this stucfy were the CAT
(California Achievement Test) and the CTBS (Comprehensive
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Test of Basic Skills). Both of these instruments measure
student achievement in the areas of

total reading, total

language, total math and total battery.

However, because

the NCE (Normal Curve Equivalent) scores of the tests are
not equivalent, it was necessary to convert the NCE scores
of the CAT test to the CTBS NCE scores.

The conversion was

accomplished through the three step conversion process
provided by the McGraw-Hill Company.
The teacher perceptions were accessed through an
instrument which was patterned on the series of instruments
designed by B. W. Cronin (1988) to measure teachers'
reactions to various pull-out programs.

The document was

piloted and then mailed to the upper-elementary-school
teaching staff.

The surveys were organized in such a

méumer as to allow the teachers to indicate their reactions
to the instrumental music program in a manner which would
not be time consuming yet would allow an indication of
attitude toward the pull-out program.
The five hypotheses examined in this study were as
follows:
1. There is no difference between the NCE change
scores in reading, math, language, and total battery for
the pull-out and non-pull-out students.
2 . There is no difference in NCE change scores
between male and female students in the areas of total
reading, total language, total math, and total battery.
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3. There are no interactions between pull-out/non
pull -out students and gender in the areas of total reading,
total language, total math, and total battery.
4. There are no differences in NCE change scores
among the scudents by racial group in the areas of total
reading, total language, total math, and total battery.
5. There are no interactions between pull-out/non
pull-out students and race in the areas of total reading,
total language, total math, and total battery.
Summary of Analysis
Total Reading
There were no significant differences between pullout and non-pull-out students in the area of total reading.
There were, howeyer significant gender differences.

The

male students achieyed at a significantly higher leyel than
the female students.

There was no significant interaction

effects between the pull-out/non-pull-out students and
gender.

There were significant racial differences in

reading achieyement, the white students achieying at a
significantly higher level than those in the ethnic group
labeled "Other."

There was, however, no significant

interaction effect between pull-out/non-pull-out and race.
Total Language
There were no significant differences in sixth-grade
NCE change scores in total language between pull-out/non- —^
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pull-out and gender or race.

There were also no

significant interaction effects.
Total Math
There were no significant gender differences between
the achievement of the pull-out/non-pull-out students and
there were significant no interaction effects.

There were,

however, significant differences and interaction effects
between the pull-out/non-pull-out students and race in
total math.
There was significant interaction between pullout /non-pull -out and race for mathematics.

The Black pull-

out students experienced significcint gains when compared to
Black non-pull-out students.

The White pull-out students

experienced a loss in NCE scores but the loss was less,
though not significantly less than the White non-pull-out
students.

The Student-Neuman-Keuls multiple comparison

procedure showed that for pull-out students. Black pull-out
students experienced significantly higher scores in math
than did the pull-out students listed as 'others.'

The

loss experienced by the White pull-out students was not
significantly different from the gain experienced by the
Black pull-out students.

However, the loss experienced by

the pull-out students other than the Black emd White
students was significantly greater than either the Black or
White students.

The results of the comparison in
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mathematics indicates, therefore, that in that area, the
effects of puH-out/non-pull-out depend on the ethnicity of
the students.
Total Battery
In the area of total battery there was a significcint
difference in achievement between pull-out/non-pull-out
students.

There were no significant differences between

gender cuid pull-out/non-pull-out or race and pull-out/non
pull-out.

There were no interaction effects.
Significance of the Study

The South Bend study of the effects of the
instrumental music pull-out programs on sixth-grade
achievement differed from the previous studies in the
following ways:
1. The study was conducted over time, as is the
Circle study.

However, the third-grade students in this

study were identified and matched according to their NCE
scores.

These students were separated into two groups,

pull-out and non-pull-out, according to their selection or
non-selection of instrumental music at the beginning of
their third-grade year.

The pull-out students were not

included as a peirt of the general population when that
population was compared with the pull-out students.
2. The stuc^ examined the achievement levels of the
598 students included in the study with regard to gender
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and race and without regard to pull-out/non-pull-out
status. In other words, the analysis included a study of
the achievement of the students involved as members of the
larger sixth-grade population.
3. The study examined the effect of the pull-out
progreuns on the students as a "pull-out' group cind by race
and gender.
4. The study exeunined interaction effects when
indicated by the two-way ANOVA. The purpose of this area of
study was to determine if there was a connection between
the achievement of the pull-out/non-pull-out students and
gender or race.
5.

A teacher survey instrument was included as a

part of the study to determine teacher attitudes regarding
the pull-out program.
Discussion
The results of the analyses showed that in the area
of total reading, although there was a significant
difference between male and female change scores and the
chcuige scores among the races, regardless of the pull-out
or non-pul 1 -out programming, there was no significant
difference found between total reading scores of the pullout and non-pul 1 -out students in regard to a loss or gain
of NCE points.

As a number of the pull-out students had

been pulled out of, and had lost 35 minutes of their
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90-minuce reading block. Che students should have
experienced a loss of achievement level if the perception
of their teachers Chat their achievement would suffer was
accurate.
That the pull-out students experienced no loss in
reading achievement, in spite of missing class time, cam be
attributed esoterically to the personal gains in self
esteem and confidence that the music students experience
and which carry over into all classroom experiences.

it

could also be that the symbol processing required in
reading of music has a carry over effect in the reading of
words.

Harrison suggested as much in 1980 and went even so

fcur as to suggest that all student achievement and
intelligence improves when a student is involved in an
instrumental music program.
It is possible that 90 minutes of reading, unless the
time is well -planned and based on student interests,
is too long a period of time to engage fourth-. fifth-. and
sixth-grade elementary students in one activity.

By

leaving the classroom for 35 to 45 minutes, the pull-out
students are able to focus on their reading for a shorter
period of time.

As the shorter time period is more in

keeping with my own experience with the interest speui of
the upper elementary children, their time on task allows
for approximately the same amount of concentration time as
used by those students who remain in the basic classroom
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for the 90-minute reading block.
In the area of total math, both the pull-out and non
pull-out students experienced a loss in total math
achievement.

However, a correlated £. test indicated that

the loss in achievement of the pull-out students was
not significemt whereas the loss in achievement by the
non-pull-out students was significant.
The possible reasons given by the district for the
loss by both groups of students were:

(1) the students as

sixth-grade students were using a new math adoption which
did not address the same areas as had been addressed by the
previous mathematics series and, (2) few teachers had
attended the in-service training in the use of the new
adoption.

Therefore, the instruction of the students was

hindered by a lack of experience with the new texts.

These

reasons being the case, the students involved in the study
who were pulled out of the math classes, being matched with
those who were not pulled out of class, should have
experienced a greater loss in NCE chcuige score if the
teacher perception is accurate.

The loss of score by the

pull-out students in the area of total math, however, was
less than those students who were not pulled out of class.
The reasons for the difference are speculative emd could be
attributed to the transference of learning skills from the
music to mathematics.
There was a significant interaction effect noted in
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mathematics among the pull-out students.

The interaction

effect suggested that the loss of achievement in
mathematics depended upon the student's ethnic group.

The

White pull-out students experienced no significant loss of
achievement as a result of the pull-out program when
compared to those who had not been pulled-out.

The Black

pull-out students did significantly better if they were
pull-out students than did those Black students who were
not pulled-out.

The other ethnic groups, however,

experienced a significant loss in achievement level if they
were pull-out students.
In the case of this study, the loss of achievement by
the ethnic group which was not White or Black can be
attributed to one pull-out student's loss of 60 NCE points.
The loss of a large number of NCE points by one student in
aui already small group of students (13) would skew the
final analysis.
In the area of total battery, there was a significcunt
difference in achievement between the pull-out and non
pull-out students.

The results of the total battery

analyses, if none other were studied, should alleviate the
fears of the upper-elementary teaching staff that the pullout students are being academically disadvantaged by the
instrumental music pull-out program.

In fact, none of the

findings of the analyses in the study support the informal
contention of the basic skills staff that the time spent
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out of the classroom is detrimental to the student's
ability to achieve.
The results of the teacher survey did not indicate,
as it might lave been expected, a concern for the pull-out
students ' achievement.

In fact, the surveys indicated that

the teachers saw the importance of and a need for the
instrumental music progreuns.

If the concern for a lack of

pull-out student success is not the actual cause of the
teachers' difficulty with the instrumental music pull-out
programs, the actual causes must be addressed.

Teacher

stress over movement in and out of the classroom eind the
need to reteach material are problems which can and must be
given careful consideration.

It is the role of the school

districts to address the teacher stress factor.

South Bend

has, indeed, since this study began, cut all of the pullout programs except the instrumental music. Chapter 1, and
those special education programs which are required by law.
This was an extremely important step for the teaching staff
and their students as the teacher attitudes caui affect
their ability to lead learners.
There are assumptions which would serve to provide
possible reasons why the instrumental music students
experience no adverse effects.
1.

The students who are instrumentalists are

the higher, or in the case of this study, became the higher
achieving students.
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2. The students who are instrumentalists are selfmotivated, or become self-motivated and are, because of
the motivational factor, likely to make up work and study
more efficiently them those students who are not a part
of the instrumental program.
3. Students who are instrumentalists are provided
experiences which promote prepositional knowledge,
procedural knowledge, psychomotor/physical knowledge,
imaging, and aural knowledge (Schell, cited in Fowler,
1987) which help to develop the total intelligence and
thus, aid the students in the basic learning skills.
4. Students who succeeded in instrumental music
experience positive reinforcement which, in time, builds
their self-esteem and, in turn, transfers to their academic
success.
5. Students involved in instrumental music experience
outcome-based classroom instruction auid cooperative,
participatory learning experiences in their instrumental
classes.

These experiences enhance learning.

6. Parents who are concerned enough to purchase or
rent instruments tend to be interested in their student's
growth and development.

Parental interest encourages

student success.
Conclusion
The question, 'Do the instrumental music pull-out
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programs have a negative effect on the students in South
Bend, Indiana who are pulled out of their basic skills
classrooms?' is answered at the conclusion of this study.
There is no negative effect.

However, the question as to

why this phenomenon occurs has not been answered by this
study or by previous studies.

There is no definitive

answer as to why the pull-out students did not experience a
significant loss in achievement or as to why they
experienced a significant gain.

To answer the question as

to whether or not the students would have achieved at a
higher level if they had not been removed from their basic
skills classroom would be speculation.

Although one group

of non-pull-out students did poorer in reading, it would be
speculative to suggest that they experienced a loss in
achievanent because they remained in class.
The reality of the study is, for whatever reason, the
pull-out students were not academically harmed by the pullout process.

In addition, as the survey results confirm,

although the teachers express concern that the pull-out
programs undermine the progress of the students involved,
they actually do not believe that the students' academic
achievement is compromised by the pull-out programs.

They

believe that the programs are a good idea which cause them
additional work and stress.

It is the teacher stress and

work load that must be addressed in order that they are
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comfortable with the curriculum as it is programmed by
the school district.
Recommendations
Although the instrumental music pull-out programs did
not negatively affect the student achievement, because of
teacher concern regarding pull-out programs, there are
problems which must be addressed.

Although a change in the

state mandated daily time requirements would ease the
pressure on the teaching staff, until that time when the
mandates are altered and more flexibility is allowed,
solutions should be explored.

The following general

recommendations are suggested to minimize the disadvantages
of the programs.
1. Pull-out scheduling should be completed
cooperatively, as far as instrumental music staffing
allows.

The basic skills classroom teachers and the

instrumental music teachers must consider the needs of the
students and the instructional day and schedule
accordingly.
2. Basic skills classroom teachers should be
encouraged to use the time during which the instrumental
music students cure removed from class for extensive review
and/or enrichment.
3. Whenever possible and when space allows, the band
and orchestras should be scheduled at the seune hour on the
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saune days in order Co alleviate multiple instrumental pullouts.

(This scheduling would prevent a student's

participation in both groups.)
4. Any new prograun pull-out prograun should be
evaluated as to the contribution to the student's knowledge
and educational development.
5. A system of block scheduling might be instituted
during which the subjects being taught would rotate on a
daily or weekly basis.

The block scheduling might be a

fine arts block or one estaiblished with the basic skills
classes.
6. In-service opportunities must be provided for
teachers that instruct in the processes of individualizing
instruction amd Che establishment student work stations
which can be scheduled during the pull-out blocks even if
these teaching techniques are not normally used as a part
of the teaching day.
Suggestions for Future Study
Because so little research has been done on the
effects of the instrumental music pull-out programs on the
students and the teaching staff, the following general
topics could yield valuable conclusions for elementary
school educators.
1.

Elementary music students should be surveyed in

order to obtain their perceptions of the pull-out programs.
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Do chey experience problems leaving Che classroom?
they having difficulty with the make-up work?

Are

Are teachers

placing undue pressure on the students based on their own
perceptions of the pull-out programs.
2. A study should be initiated to find alternatives
to the pull-out programs which would still allow the
instrumental music program to be a valuable part of the
curriculum.
3. A study should be conducted to determine why the
third grade students who choose to take band and orchestra
at the fourth and fifth grade levels scored significantly
higher on the CTBS test than the national average.
4. A ethnological study should be conducted to
determine if the third grade students who choose to take
band and orchestra at the fourth and fifth grade levels are
intrinsically self-motivated or do they become self
motivated because of the pull-out programs.
5. A longitudinal study is needed to examine the
long-term progress of the instrumental music students as
they progress to middle school and to high school.
6. A further study should be conducted on the effects
of music pull-outs on lower ability or lower achieving
students.
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r

Indiana
State Board of Education
Boom 229. State House - Indianapolis. Indiana 4620-1-2798
.317/232 - 6610

M E M O R A N D U M

TO:

Supecincendftncs and
Ocher IncarasCed Parsons

FROM:

Jeffery ?. Zerlng
Scsce Board AdmlnlscraCor

RE:

Proposed Curriculua Rules

DATE:

Augusc 28, 1992

On Augusc 13. 1992. cha Indiana Scare Board of Education approved new rules
for elemencary and middle level curriculum programs. The rules now will be
senc Co Che Accomay General and chen co Che Governor for review end approval.
Before approving che rules, board members adopcad twelve omandmencs co che
rules as originally proposed. The aatendmencs. which ware che resuLc of public
cescimony on che proposed rules, include:
1. In che sCacemanc of general principles [511 lAC 5.1-5-0.6(a)(6)], adding
"arciscic and expressive growth" co "incelleccual. social, and vocational
growth" as areas to which che curriculum should concribuca
2. In che definition of elemencary machemacies [511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(c) ]. adding
language co clarify char students should develop and use basic machemacies
concepts in addition to discovering relationships and applying acquired
understandings.
3. In che definition of alemencaxy fine arcs [511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(f)], addiug a
scacesienc chat students should be able to produce artworks in addition to
understanding and appreciating che arcs.
6. In Che elementary music requirements [511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(1)]. providing that
upper elementary scudents "should" (rather than "shall") have the option of
receiving inscrumencal music instruction. As originally proposed this section
was determined to be a new, unfunded mandate.
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5 In Che définicion* of elemencary and middle level health educecion [511 lAC
(1-5-2.5(j) and 511 lAC 6.1-5-3.5 (j)J, clarifying chec sox education is e
local option.
(. In the definition of the optional elementary career avereness experiences
(511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(1)(1)], adding che expectation chat students will begin to
"learn che value and satisfaction of good workmanship."
3. In che elementary end middle level time allocations [511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(m)
and 511 lAC 6.1-5-3.5(o) ]. keeping^, the current time allocations as mandates
until July 1. 199&. to allow time for revision of student proficiencies and
development of new assessment and accountability measures.
8. In the definition of middle level practical arts/industrial technology
education [511 IA6 6.1-5-3.5(1)(1) ] . adding the expectation chat students will
be provided with experiences through which they will use technological
systems and developments to "prevent" as well as to "solve" problems.
9. In the middle school advisor/advisee program [511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5(1)],
clarifying that che program is not e mandatory counseling program but is an
opportunity for regular communication with a certified staff member about a
student's academic program and personal school adjustment.
10. In the middle school time allocations [511 lAC 6.1-S-3.5(p)}. clarifying
that alternative allocation on a yearly basis is not limited solely co those
subjocts that have a weekly allocation of 100 minutes.
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Suariarv of A3Prov»d C^irrfcwltc? Rul»s
Th« currant alenencary and elddle lav*I curriculum rules o£ cho Scats Board of
Education requirs th£c schools provide a oiniaum number of minutes of
instruction each uaak in required subject areas. A little over e year ago che
State Bo&rd decided Co consider changing che time allocations from mandates co
recommendations. Board members feic chat local communities should be given
more flexibility and should be able to use greater creativity in addressing
the needs of students rather than having to adhere to specific time
requirements imposed by the state.
The nev rules approved by board members on August 13, 1992. Include sea Cements
of the learning opportunities chat must be included In each subject area. The
rules require chat schools offer a balcnced curriculum Chat is appropriate to
the developmental characteristics of students, chat is consistent vlch
state-adopted student proficiency guides, and chat develops student competency
in gathering, using, end evaluating information in a technology-rich
environment. Finally, the rules include recommended time allocations, make
technical changes co Che kindergarten and high school curriculua requirements,
end recodify che statement of general curriculum principles.
The rules include an effective date of July 1. 1993. This date coincides with
che beginning of the second round of school accreditation reviews under the
Ferformance-Based Accreditation program. The rules provide. however, that the
current time allocations will be maintained as mandates until July 1. 1994.
This date coincides with Che implementation of nev assesssent measures under
P.L.19-1992. Board members believe that the additional one-year delay in
elimination of time mandates also will allow cor revision of student
proficiency statements.
Since the nev rules involve looking at curriculum more in terms of quality
than in cents of quantity, the board has directed che Department of Education
to proceed with che development of significant changes in che school
accreditation process, including a new oechod of reporting on curriculum and
ensuring that schools meet Che curriculum standards for accreditation. These
changes will involve wide participation from interested and concerned persons
throughout the scare.
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T i d e 511 Indiens Stec* Boerd of Education
LSA Docuaonc «92-86(F)
DIGEST
Adds nev elemencary and middle school curriculua roquircmencs ; makes
cachnxcal omendmencs co kindergarcen curriculum and high school curriculum
requlrcnencs. Repeals'obsolete sections. Effective July 1, 1993.
511
511
511
511
511

lAC
lAC
lAC
TAG
TAG

6-1-2.1
6.1-3-2
6.1-3-3
6.1-5-0.5
6.1-5-1

511
511
511
511
511

JAC
lAC
lAC
TAG
TAG

6.1-5-2
6.1-5-2.5
6.1-5-3
6.1-5-3.5
6.1-5-4

SECTION 1. 511 lAC 6.1-5-0.5 IS ADDED TO READ AS FOIiOCS:
511 Ta g 6.1-5-0.5 General curriculum principles
Authority: IC 20-1-1-6
Affected: IC 20-1-1-6
Sec. 0.5 (e) Each school corporation in Indiana shall develop and
implement a curriculum for grades K-12 thet provides a planned sequence of
learning experiences of adequate breadth and depth to:
(1) develop individual responsibility for learning and personal actions ;
(2) address the unique needs, personal interests, and capabilicies of each
student;
(3) provide for che oental and physical vellbeisg of each student;
(4) contribute co each student's incellectual. social, vocational,
artistic, and expressive grovth: and
(5) provide opportunities for students to recognise their potentials and be
prepared for a life time of learning.
(b) In applying these general principles, school should provide student's
vith opportunities to:
(1) use language to chink and communicate effectively both orally and in
vricing;
(2) use oathemacical knovledge and nethods to solve problems;
(3) reason logically;
(4) use ideas and symbols vith power and ease;
(5) understand and apply scientific knovledge and methods ;
(6) make use of technology and understand its limitations ;
(7> express oneself through the arts and understand che artistic expression
of others;
(8) apply knowledge about the ecological and social environments in making
decisions;
(9) understand the unique cultural experiences and political institutions
of che United States;
(10) understand ocher languages and cultures;
(11) understand spacial relationships ;
(12) apply knowledge about health, nutrition, and physical activity;
(13) acquire che capacity to meet unexpected challenges; and
(14) make informed judgments.
(Indiana Scaca BoJtrd of E d u c a tio n , 511 lA C S .1 - 5 - 0 .5 )
Adopted August 13. 1992 (Subject to Approval by Ac c o m a y General and Governor)
Page 1 of 11 Pages
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SECriOK 2.

Ill
311 IAC 6.1-5-1 IS AXEXO-D TO

READ

AS FOLLOWS :

511 lAC i.I-5-I iClntfargarcen currlculuc
Aachorlty: IC 20-1-1-6; IC 20-1-1.2-lS
Affaeced: IC 20-1-1.2-1; IC 20-5-2-1; IC 20-10.1-16-6
Sec. 1. C>) The klndargarcen curriculum shall Include develapactncal
developmencally sppropriace accivlcles In cho following areas:
(1) Language experiences. Including oral, llscenlng. and visual acclvlcles.
(2) Creative experiences. Including music, dramacics, movement, arts, and
crafts.
(3) Personal growth experience»-:' Including motor skills developotenc.
health, safety, nutrition, and aelf-concept development.
(6) Social living experiences.
(5) Environmenca1 and science experiences.
C6) Mathematical experiences.
(b) Schools shall maintain Instructional programs that provide all students
with opportunities to acquire minimum proficiencies In the abo*-:e areas.
Schools shall refer to the educational proficiency statements developed under
IC 20-10.1-16-6.fJndlana State Soerd of £d:jcaclon; 511 lAC S.1-5-1; filed Jen
9. 1989. 11:00 a.n.: 12 IR 1191}
SECTION 3.

511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5 IS ADDED TO HEAD AS FOLLOWS:

511 lAC 6.1-5-2.5 Elementary school curriculum
Authority: IC 20-1-1-6; IC 20-1-1.2-18
Affected: IC 20-1-1.2-1; IC 20-5-2-1.1; IC 20-10.1-6; IC 20-10.1-16-6
Sec. 2.5 (a) In each grade one (1) through six (6), the elenantary school
curriculum:
Cl) shell include e balance of learning experiences in the subject areas
listed in subsections (b) through (k>;
(2) shall be appropriate to the developmental characteristics of young
learners ;
(3) shall be consistent with the proficiency guides developed under
IC 20-10.1-16-6 and the general principles in section 0.5 of this rule ;
(4) should develop student competency in gathering, using, and evaluating
information in a technology-rich environment; end
(5> may be provided through interdisciplinary learning experiences.
(b)
Elementary school language arcs shall provide:
(1) an integrated study of:
(A) literature;
(3) reading and vriting processes;
CC) oral communications; and
(D) language, including grammar,usage, mechanics, spelling, and
handwriting as cools of effective communiestion; and
(2) experiencea to enable studente
to become proficientlanguageusers as:
(A) readers ;
(B) vriters;
(C) listeners;
(D) speakers; and
(E) thinkers.

Adopted August 13. 1992 (Subject to Approval by Attorney Canersl and Covamor)
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(c) Elcaancary school cacheaaclcs shall provide scctve learning experiences
chrough which scudencs:
(1) develop end use basic oacheoaclcs concepts ;
(2) are encouraged to discover aacheesclcal relationships : and
(3) apply chair acquired understandings co more complex situations and
the solution of real problems.
(d) Elenentary school social studies and citizenship shall provide:
(1) opportunities for students to actively acquire and use the chinking
akllls. knowledge. end attitudes necessary cor participatory citizenship;
and
(2) experiences through a balanc'ed study of:
CA) history:
(B) geography:
CC) economics ;
CD) world cultures :
CE) government and law; and
CF) citizen responsibilities in a democratic society.
Ce) Elementary school science shall:
Cl) provide hands-on learning opportunities in which students use scienclng
skills, processes, and attitudes to develop an understanding of:
CA) the structure of the universe;
CB) the physical principles on which the universe operates;
CC) . the living environment;
CD) the human organism; and
CE) the designed world; and
C2) require students co go beyond the verbalization of principles and
schematic representation of structures co their applications co related
personal or societal issues and problems.
Cf) Elementary school fine arts shall include, but not be limited co.
learning opportunities in music and visual arcs chat will enable students co
understand, appreciate, and produce artworks.
Cg) The visual arts curriculum shall help students begin to:
Cl) acquire knowledge and develop concepts;
C2) learn evaluative techniques in order to make informed judgments;
C3) explore personal expression through problem-solving activities;
CA) develop perceptual, analytical, and technical skills in art history.
criticism, aesthetics, and production; and
C5) compare cclticultural forms of visual arcs expression.
Ch) The music curriculum shell;
Cl) provide experiences in listening, performing, creating, and movement;
C2) include the study of the structural elements of music; and
C3) begin to develop perceptual, analytical, and technical skills and
concepts that will allow the student co make informed judgments and
critically analyze, understand, end appreciate music.
CD
Students in the upper elementary grades should have the option to
receive instrumental music instruction.

Adopted August 13, 1992 (Subject to Approval by Attorney General and Governor)
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(j) £I*sanc>ry cchool hsalch aducecton tkall provtds Che coordlnscad and
sequenclal developnenc oC knovled^a. concept:. sklllc. and behavlora relacad
to the studenc'c praaant and Curure haalch and vell-belng in cha following
aress:
(1) _ Growth and davalcpoenc.
(2) Mental and enotional health.
(3)

CoEaaunlty and anwlronaancal health.

(4) Kucrltlon.
(5) ramily life-education.
(S)
Conauaar health.
(7) Feraonal health.
(8) Alcohol and other drugs.
(9) Intentional and unintentional Injury.
CIO) Keelth pronotlon and disease prevention.
Provided, however, that nothing In this subaecclon is to be interpreted as a
requlreaenc for Instruction concerning the expression of huaan sexuality.
(k) Elenentary school physical education shall provide exparlonces through
which students develop:
(I)
fundamental stability and nanlpulatlva skills:
C2) locomotor and non-locoaotor skills;
(3) rhythm and dance movement skills ; and
(4) knowledge and skills in:
(A) aerobic endurance;
CB) body composition;
CC) flexibility; and
CD) zuscular strength and endurance.
Cl) The elementary curriculum should be enriched through learning
oxperiences such as. but not limited to. cha following :
(1)
Career awareness experiences through which students begin co:
CA). acquire a positive attitude toward work;
CB) develop the skills needed co make career and educational
plans and decisions;
CC) understand the relationship between personal qualities and work;
CD) explore the work of family, school, and community workers;
CE) l e a m how to use leisure time;
Cr) l e a m how to work together;
CC) develop responsible social skills as cltisens of a school, community,
state and country; and
CR)
l e a m the satisfaction end value ofgoodvorkaanship.
C2) Community service activities thatgivestudents
structured
opportunities to:
CA) apply curriculum-based knowledge in experiential settings through
fulfillment of an unmet community need; and
CB) reflect on and understand the impact and importance of their efforts
as wall as the educatlonsl benefit to themselves.
C3) Drama and dance/creative movement activities and exploratory
experiences that contribute co the development of the students';
CA) artistic chinking and feeling;
CB) ability to understand themselves end the world aroundthem;
and
CC) develop physical and verbal communication skills.
(4) Foreign language education that provides students with the ability to:
CA)
coaaunicate in languages other chan
their own;
and
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CB> develop under*tending o£ culture* vhere ocher lengueger ere spoken.
(3)
Interne clone1 educecion cher:
. (A) provides for ch* study of specific sociecies. languages and world
issues:
CB) cues across traditional disciplines: end
(C) includes theses end concepts cron:
(1) the naturel sciences;
(Li) the social sciences;
(lii) technology;
(inr) the fine arts; end
(v) the huaenlties.
(6) Prscclcel experiences through which students:
CA) begin to recognize technological syccess end processes;
CB) l e e m co use technology to solve problsns related co home. school,
coasrcnlty and workpiece; end
CC) develop skills useful in perforaiag individuel end fesily
responsibilities.
Co) The following tlae elloceclons are tecooncnded for the curriculuo listed
in subsection (b) through subsection Ck):
Subject Area

Grade Level

Weekly Kinlsus

Language arts

1, 2. end 3
4
5 end 6

750 olnutes
525 minutes
450 nlnutes

Xechcc&tics

1 through S

225 ninutes

Social studles/cltlzanshxp

1, 2, 3, and A
3 and 6

150 nincta:
225 minutes

Science

1. 2. end 3
4. 5, end S

150 minutes
ISO'minutes

Visual arts

1. 2, end 3
4, 5, end 6

40 slnutes
90 minutes

Kusic

1. 2. end 3
4. 5, and 6

50 minutes
90 minutes

Kotor skills developasnc
end health/safety education

1. 2. and 3

105 aiautes

Health and safety education

4. 5, end 6

7 S' minute*

Physical education

4, S, and 6

75 olnutes

Additional Instruction in
4, 5, end 6
any of the above areas or
instruction in foreign language,
creative experiences, or
practical arcs

90 minutes

Adopted August 13, 1992 (Subject to Approval by Attorney General and Governor)
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(n) Ths provistona of cubzacclon (a) nocvfehsc&ndlnc, ch« clme allocAClonc
In subaecclon (n) sea required foe cha currlculua listed In cubsacclon (b)
chrough cubsacclon (Ic) uncll July 1. 1994. (Indiena Szsc* Bojtrd o£ Fducsclon;
511 lAC 6 .1 - 5 - 2 .5 )
SECTION 4.

511 lAC 6.15-3.5 IS ADDED TO READ AS FOU jOWS:

511 TAG 6.1-5-3.3 'Hlddla level curriculum
- Auchorlty: IC 20-1-1-6; IC 20-1-1.2-18
Affacced: IC 20-1-1.2-1; IC 20-5-2-1.1; IC 20-10.1-4; Ic 20-10.1-16-6
Sac. 3.5 (a) In asch grade seven (7) and elghc (8). or each grade clx (6)
through eight (8) In middle schools which include grade six (6), cho middle
school curriculum:
(1) shall Include a balance of learning experiences In Che subject areas
listed In subsections (b) through (1) and should be provided through Inter
disciplinary activities;
(2) shall be epproprlace to the developmencal characteristics of young
adolescents;
(3) shall be consistent vlch the proficiency guides developed under
IC 20-10.1-16-6 and the general principles in section 0.5 of this rule;
(4) should develop student competency In gathering, using, and evaluating
Infosauttlon and Ideas In a technology-rich environment; and
(5) nay ba provided In & team setting.
(b) Kiddle school language arts shall provide:
(1) an Integrated study of:
(A) literature;
(S) media ;
(C) reeding and writing processes;
(0) oral communications ;
(E) language. including grammar, usage. mechanics, and spelling as tools
of effective communication; and
(2) experiences to enable students to become proficient language users as :
(A) readers ;
CB) writers;
CC) listeners;
CD) speakers ; and
CE) thinkers.
Cc) Kiddle school mathematics shall provide active learning experiences
through which students:
CD are allowed to discover mathematical relationships ;
C2) coma co appreciate the power and utility of mathematics ;
C3> acquire knowledge, skills, and tools necessary for using oia'thematlcs
In their lives ; and
C4) have opportunities to apply their understanding to more complex
situations and the solution of real problems.
Cd) Kiddle school social studies and cltlzanshlp shall provide:
C D opportunities for students to actively acquire and use the thinking
skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary for participatory citizenships
and
(2) experiences through a balanced study of:

Adopted August 13. 1992 CSubJeec to Approval by Attorney General and Governor)
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Cx)
(8)
CC)

(D>
(E)
(F)

hietory;
geogrephy;
economice:
vorld cultures ;
govemnonc and lav; and
cirican rasponaiblllcioe In a desocratlc sociaty.

(9 )
Middle cchool science shall:
(1)
provide hands-on learning opportunities through vhich studencs become
adepc in using scienclng skills. processes, and attitudes to develop an
understanding of :
(A> Che structure of the universe:
CB> cha physical principles on vhich the universe operates;
CC) Che living environment;
CD) the human organism; end
CE) the designed world; and
C2) require studencs to go beyond the verbalisation of principles and the
schematic representation of structures when questioned to the devalopsent of
familiarity that prompts their applications as germane co personal needs or
societal issues.

(f) Middle school fine arcs shall meet student needs for aesthetic
enrichment and development of artistic and nusical talents and abilities.
Diverse options based on student needs shall include the following:
CD
Large and small groups.
CZ) Laboratory experiences in music and visual arts.
Cg) The visual arts curriculum shall help students:
Cl) continue to develop a student's knowledge. concepts, perceptual,
analytical and technical skills in:
(A) arc history:
CB) criticism;
CC) aesthetics ; and
(D) production; and
CZ) use two CZ) and three C3) dimensional media to increase a student's:
(A) knowledge of the elements and principles of art;
(8) ability co l e a m evaluative techniques in order tomake informed
Judgments ;
CC) ability CO solve problems creatively through personalexpression; and
CD)
ability to appreciate art.
Ch) The music curriculum shall:
CD
provide experiences in listening, performing, creating, and movement;
CZ) include eke study of the structural elaments of music; and
C3) continue co build perceptual, analytical, and technical skills and
concepts that will enhance student ability to:
(A)
perform;
C8)
make informed judgments ;
CC)
be critical listeners; and
(D)
appreciate music.
(i) The practical arts/industrial technology curriculum shall:
CD
provide experiences through which students:
(A)
recognise technological syscems and davalopments;
CB) become avare of the possibilities and limitations of technology;
Adopted August 13, 1992 CSubject to Approval by Attorney General and Governor)
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CC) uc* e»chnoioclcc: sj-sccnc •««»
lopamntm co prevent end «olve
P“®^*eeat* reiecen co hoc*, school, cossvnlcy enc vorkplece;

CD)
and

Jdvelop shills In aenagtnç Individual and family responclblllclcs :

CE) access poceonal Incerascs and apclcudes in ralaclon co various
career opporcunlcles: and

C2) provide Che axparlcncaa
CA) agribusiness ;
CB) business; CC) hone •conomlcs; and
CD) Induscrlal cechnology.

In subdivision

CD

through cha areas of:

fJ) The xlddle school health educecion curriculum shall provide cha coor
dinated developoanc of knovledge. concepts, skills and behaviors related co
the scudenc's present end future health end vell-bclng In cho follovlng ares
Cl) Crovth and development.
CZ) Kanccl and eneclonal health.
C3) Cosasunlcy and environmental health.
C*) Kucrltlon.
C5) Family life educecion.
C6) Consumer health.
C7) Personal health.
(B) Alcohol and ocher drugs.
C^) Intentional and unincenclonal Injurv.
CIO) Health promotion end dlsaese prevention.
Provided, however. that nothing In this subsection Is co beInterpreted as a
-equlremenc for Instruction concerning the expression of humansexuality.
(k) Kiddie schoor physical education shall provide experiences through
which the students develop:
Cl) knowledge and skills In;
CA) aerobic endurance ;
CB) body composition;
CC) flexibility; and
CD) muscular strength and endurance ;
CZ) fundamental and refined techniques or covacent In;
CA) rhythmic activities ;
CB) llfaclae recreational activities ; and
CC) fitness activities; end
C3) better skills in all areas through participation In Intramural
activities.
Cl) The middle school sdvlsor-advlsce program shall provide studencs with
opporCTnsltles for regular communication with a licenced teacher about the
scudenc's:
CD
CZ)

academic program; end
personal school sdjustmenc.

C») Kiddle school curriculum should bo enriched through exploratory
experiences such as, buc not limited co. the following:
Cl) Career explorations which Include opporcunlcles that:
CA) support a positive xccitude toward work;
CB) develop transition skills needed for life and career adjustments;
CC) uncersccnd the relacionshlps between personal quallcies end work
choices;

Adopted August 13. 1992 (Subject to Approval by Attorney General and Governor)
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(D) 5ocUJ on aaklng daclzlons, cectlRjc go&l:. and cmking mcclon;
CZ) explora llfcxCyle and cmrear planning;
(F) accise scudencs co lesen hov co use leisure else; znd
CC) help scccencs co underscsnd hov co=unlcy mvereness relmCec co
work.'
C2) 'Coanunlcy service scclvlclas chac give scudencs scruecured
opporcunlcles co:
(A) cppiy cttrclcttlu3>besed knowledge In ezperlenclel secclngs chrough
lulflllzenc of an unnec coasænlcy need; snd
(B) refleee on and underscend che iapacc end iaporcence of chair cfforcs
sa yell as che ecucsclonal benaflc co cheaaelves.
(3) Foreign language educecion Chec provides scudencs vlch che ablllcy co:
(A) eocsuttlcaca in languages ocher chan chair own; and
(£) develop underscandlng of culcures where ocher languages are spoken.
(4) InCemaclonal ciucaclon chac:
(A) provides for che scudy of specific soclecles, languages, and world
issues;
(3) cues across cradlcional disciplines; and
(C) includes cheses and concepcs froo:
Cl) che nacursl sciences;
(II) Che social sciences;
(III) cechnology;
(iv) che fine arcs; and
(v) che tnueaniclas.
(5) An Incraecral progrès In lifeclaa rscreacional spores and
healch-ralaced flcness acclvlcles.
(S)
A cheacra arcs end dance/creaclve novanenc currtcuLus in which
scudencs:

(A) acquire knowledge and underscandlng of che elcnsnts of drama end
dance/creaclve novemenc;
(B) explore personal expression chrough novenenc. voice, and language;
(C) oefce infomed judgmancs ; and
(D) develop cecbnlcsl skills In che areas of produccion end
parforsence.
(7)
Birlehmanc experiences suck as sccivlcy periods, clubs, and Inceresc
groups chac provide learning opporcunlcles co:
(A) satisfy a vide range of Incerascs;
(3) develop social skills; and
(C) pcacclce leadership roles.
(n) A school chac includes grade nine (9) shall organise les schedule for
grade nine (9) as specified In 511 lAC 5.1-3-4 and 511 ZAC S.1-5-4.
(o) The racossended cine allocations for che curriculum In cubsacclon (b)
chrough (k) for grades 7 and 8. and grade 6 when Ic Is included in a
middle school, ere as follows :
Weekly ninlmua

Subject area

Grade level

Language arte

6
7 and 8

400 minutes
200 minutes

Mathematics

6 . 7. and 8

200 minutes

Social studies/citlrenship

6 , 7, and 8

ZOO minutes
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Science

«. 7. end 8

Additional instruction,
7 and 3
including reoadiaclon. in
language arcs, ascheoatica.
social studies/citisenship.
end science, vhich may include
foreign language

ZOO minutes
200 minutec

Visual arcs

4. 7. end a

SO minute*

Kusic

6. 7. end 8

50 minutes

Fraetlcsl arcs/industrial
technology education

6. 7, end 8

lOO minutes

Health and safety education

4. 7. and 8

100 minutes

Physical education

6. 7, end 3

100 minutas

Additional axperlances In
6 , 7, and 8
any of the above areas or
other areas euch sc foreign
language, creative axpariencas,
or performing arts classes

400 minutes

Cp) Vaekly cine allocations in subsection (o) s»y alternatively be allocated
on a yearly basis. (IndlsitA 5cece doard of EducacLon; 511 lAC 6.1-5-3.5)
Cq) The provisions of subsection Co) notvithstanding, the cine allocations
listed in subsection (o) ere required for the curriculum listed in subsection
(b) through subsection (k) for grades 7 and 8, and grade 6 vhen ic is included
in a middle school, until July 1. 1994.
SECTION 5. 511 lAC 6.1-5-4, AS A-MSOED
TO READ AS FOLLOKS:

AT 14 IR

654, SECTION3,

ISAMENDED

511 XAC 6.1-5-4 High school currlculua
Authority: IC 20-1-1-6; IC 20-1-1.2-18
Affected: IC 20-1-1.2-1; IC 20-5-2-1.1; IC 20-10.1-4; IC 20-10.1-16-6
Sec. 4. (a) The high school curriculum shall include all courses and
learning areas required by 511 lAC 6-7-6.
(b) The curriculum shall Include a sufficient number and variety of
elective courses so chat scudencs are able to fulfill elective requirements of
511 IÀC 6-7-6 within four (4) years and carry five (5) or more courses each
semester. Course offerings of cooperative and/or Joint schools qualify co
meet these requirements.
(c) The curriculum shall not include any cucorial plan for earning or
validating credit.
Adopted August 13, 1992 (Subject Co Approval by Accorney General and Governor)
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fd) The alnlmus curriculum shall Include course offerings so llsced In che
following areas of study;
—
Areas

School
Offerings

Minimum
Each Year

8 credits

8
4
4
6
2
2

English
.Social studies
Science
Hachemacics
Foreign language
Prcctlcal arcs or
vocational/technical
Health and safety
Physical education
Fine arcs
Consumer/economics
Substance-abuse
Electives

2 credits
1 credit
2 credlcs
1 cradle
I-eredlc
11 12 credits

2 credits
1 credit
2 credits
1 credit
1-eredIt
19 11 credi

Total

54 credits

43 credits

8 credice

6
6
4
4

credlcs
credlcs
crédita
credits

credits
credits
credits
credlcs
credits
credits

(e) Schools shall maintain instructional programs chat provide all student
vlth opportunities co acquire a sec of minimum proficiencies In courses in
vhich they enroll. Schools shall refer co che educational proficiency
statements developed under IC 20-10.1-16-6.
(f) ■ The courses listed In 311 lAC 6.1-S.l nay ha offered for high cchool
graduation credit in accordance with che provisions of 511 lAC 6-7-6 through
511 lAC 6-7-6.5.

Cg) Courses listed in 511 lAC 6.1-S.l are generally considered one (1) or
tvo (2) semester courses unless more than one (1) level is specified.
(Indian» State Board of Education; 5Ll ZAC 6 .1 ~S-A; filed Jan 9, 1939, 11:00
a.m.; 12 IR 1191}

SECnOS 6. THE FOLLOVI.VC ARE REPEALED: 511 lAC 6-1-2.1; 511 lAC 6.1-3-2;
511 lAC 6.1-3-3; 511 lAC 6.1-3-2; 511 XAC 6.1-5-3.
SECTTOK 7.

SEC7I0K5 1 chrough 6 of this document take effect July 1. 1993.

Adopted August 13, 1992 (Subject to Approval by Attorney General :nd Governor)
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Locate the CAT NOE score on "A". Follow across to find the SS number for
a particular test (if a range of numbers is shown, take the higher number)
Locate that SS for a particular test on "B" and follow across to find the
equivalent CTBS SS number.
Locate that CTBS SS number for a particular test on "C and read across
to get the MCE score.

Example:

A student achieves a CAT NCE score of 54 in Total Battery. On
"A" locate 54 in the NCE column and read across to find the
Total Battery Scale Score (in this case, 695).
On “B* find 695 under Total Battery (it is found on page 56).
Since it is not in the table, the next highest number will be
used (696). Reading across to the CTBS column, this converts
to a CTBS Scale Score of 693.
On "C". locate 693 in the SS section under Total Battery. Read
across to the NCE column, and it is found that .the number
translates to an NCE score of 55.
Therefore, a CAT NCE score of 54 is equivalent to a CTBS NCE
score of 55.
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LEVEL 16 GRADES. SPRING
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a a Æ ^ A R Y BANDAND OHOCSTRA SURVEY
of TEACHERS OF GRADES 4-6
On a scale of 1 (never) to 5 (always), please check the box that best indicates your reaction to the
elementary band and orchestra programs in the South Bend Community School Corporation.

Never

When dealing with the band and orchestra
pull-out programs. 1:

1

Always

2

3

5

6

4

5

1. Am pleased that all students have the
opportunity to be a part of the band
and orchestra programs.
2. Am annoyed ttiat the students are leaving
class.
3. Know ttiat when the band and
orchestra students are in their
instrumental classes, time is
available for remediation or
enrichment for the other students.
4. Am burdened by the need to re-teach missed
work.
5 . Know that the instrumented
programs provide an opportunity
for both the at-risk and the gifted
which cannot be duplicated in the
classroom setting.
6. Am concerned thért any pull-out will
negatively affect the students'
performance on a standardized te s t
7. Accept that the instrumental
pull-outs are necessary because
the instruction cannot be provided
by the classroom teachers.
8. Am concerned that in some
cases teacher stress can be caused by the
pull-out programs.
4
9. Am a teacher in grade

PIfA SE FOLD IN HALF. STAPLE. AND RETURN BY SCHOOL MAIL
(ONCE FOLDED. IHE FORM IS PREVU30RESSED)
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VTTA

ENGDAHL. PHERBIA A.
Adjunct A cuity. Indiana Univetsity at South Bend
Director o f Fine Arts. South Bend Community School Corporation

I AfiMtmirrtegrees
EdX>.

Amhews University

1994

Education Administration

EtLS.

Indnma Univetsity

1985

Secondary Administration

MS.

bK&ma Univetsity

1972

Secondary Hucahon

Bj A.

Tratisylvania University

1961

Englbh. Music

2.

Professional Experience

1988-1989

Superintendent Intern. South Bend Community School Corporation.

1982-Present

Director o f Fine Arts. South Bend Community School Corporation.

1982-Present

Adjunct Faculty. Education. Music. Indiana University at South Bend.

1982-1983

Middle School Principal Intern.

1975-1982

Fiiie Arts Team Leader and Activities and Athletic Director. Jackson
Middle SchtwL South Bend Conununity School Corporation.

1967-1982

Vocal Music Teacher, grades K-9. South Bend Commimity School
Corporation.

3.

Current Professional Associations
Phi Kappa Phi
Pi Lambtb Theaia
Phi Delta Kappa
Association for Supervision and Curriculimi Development
Association o f Secondary Schtwl Principals
Music Educators National Conference
Indiana State Music Association
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